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Abstract
We present and experimentally verify novel methods for increasing the generality of control, autonomy
and reliability for modular robotic systems. In particular, we demonstrate configuration recognition,
distributed communication fault tolerance, and the organization and control of self-reassembly with the
Connector Kinetic roBot (CKBot). The primary contribution of this work is the presentation and
experimental verification of these innovative methods that are general and applicable to other modular
robotic systems. We describe our CKBot system and compare it to other similar, state-of-the-art modular
robotic systems. Our description and comparison highlights various design developments, features, and
notable achievements of these systems. We present work on isomorphic configuration recognition with
CKBot. Here, we utilize basic principles from graph theory to create and implement an algorithm on CKBot
that automatically recognizes modular robot configurations. In particular, we describe how comparing
graph spectra of configuration matrices can be used to find a permutation matrix that maps a given
configuration to a known one. If a configuration is matched to one in a library of stored gaits, a
permutation mapping is applied and the corresponding coordinated control for locomotion is executed.
An implementation of the matching algorithm with small configurations of CKBot configurations that can
be rearranged during runtime is presented. We also present work on a distributed fault-tolerance
algorithm used to control CKBot configurations. Here, we use a triple modular redundancy approach for
CKBot units to collectively vote on observations and execute commands in the presence of infrared (IR)
communication failures. In our implementation, we broadcast infrared signals to modules which
collaboratively vote on a majority course of action. Various gait selections for a seven module caterpillar
and sixteen module quadruped with faulty subsets of IR receivers have been verified to demonstrate the
algorithm's robustness. Lastly, we present work on the communication hierarchy and control state
machine for the Self-reassembly After Explosion (SAE) robot. Here, we discuss the interaction and
integration of the various sensory inputs and control outputs implemented for camera-guided selfreassembly with CKBot. This section describes the overall communication system and reassembly
sequence planning after a group of CKBot clusters is kicked apart.
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ABSTRACT
CONFIGURATION RECOGNITION, COMMUNICATION FAULT
TOLERANCE AND SELF-REASSEMBLY FOR THE CKBOT
Michael G. Park
Mark Yim
We present and experimentally verify novel methods for increasing the generality
of control, autonomy and reliability for modular robotic systems. In particular, we
demonstrate configuration recognition, distributed communication fault tolerance,
and the organization and control of self-reassembly with the Connector Kinetic roBot
(CKBot). The primary contribution of this work is the presentation and experimental verification of these innovative methods that are general and applicable to other
modular robotic systems. We describe our CKBot system and compare it to other
similar, state-of-the-art modular robotic systems. Our description and comparison
highlights various design developments, features, and notable achievements of these
systems. We present work on isomorphic configuration recognition with CKBot.
Here, we utilize basic principles from graph theory to create and implement an algorithm on CKBot that automatically recognizes modular robot configurations. In
particular, we describe how comparing graph spectra of configuration matrices can
be used to find a permutation matrix that maps a given configuration to a known
one. If a configuration is matched to one in a library of stored gaits, a permutation
mapping is applied and the corresponding coordinated control for locomotion is executed. An implementation of the matching algorithm with small configurations of
CKBot configurations that can be rearranged during runtime is presented. We also
present work on a distributed fault-tolerance algorithm used to control CKBot configurations. Here, we use a triple modular redundancy approach for CKBot units to
collectively vote on observations and execute commands in the presence of infrared
(IR) communication failures. In our implementation, we broadcast infrared signals
to modules which collaboratively vote on a majority course of action. Various gait
iv

selections for a seven module caterpillar and sixteen module quadruped with faulty
subsets of IR receivers have been verified to demonstrate the algorithm’s robustness.
Lastly, we present work on the communication hierarchy and control state machine
for the Self-reassembly After Explosion (SAE) robot. Here, we discuss the interaction and integration of the various sensory inputs and control outputs implemented
for camera-guided self-reassembly with CKBot. This section describes the overall
communication system and reassembly sequence planning after a group of CKBot
clusters is kicked apart.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modular robots are autonomous reconfigurable machines that can change their shape
to adapt to new circumstances, recover from damage, or accomplish a variety of tasks
ordinarily designated for numerous specialized robots. They can reconfigure their
structure to crawl through a narrow passage, roll like a hoop, or form a complex robot
with many legs. Since they are made of units that can be rearranged, modular robots
are versatile and have the potential to be applied to a wide range of applications. For
instance, in conditions where volume for packing is a constraint (such as a mission
on a spaceship), it is advantageous to have one set of modular robots execute the
various tasks that multiple specialized robots would otherwise carry out. Also, since
modular robots can be rearranged quickly, they offer the advantage of rapid robotic
solutions in unpredictable, unforeseen conditions, such as an emergency search-andrescue operation kit.
To date, roughly 20 research groups have developed unique modular robotic systems. Some research milestones that have been achieved include: an introduction of
locomotion gaits [51], self-repair [28], self-reconfiguration [29], swarming modular systems [26], self-replication [60], externally actuated systems [50], and self-reassembly
[55]. Related research pertaining to work presented here will be reviewed in the
introductions of subsequent chapters.
1

With the introduction of each new system came a variety of hardware innovations including common connection mechanisms [11], multiple sensor integrated
systems [53], and mechanical latching mechanisms [30], to name a few. At the
Modular Robotics Laboratory (ModLab) at the University of Pennsylvania [25], we
have developed the Connector Kinetic roBot (CKBot), which we describe in detail
in Chapter 2. In the following section, we compare the CKBot system with other
similar, state-of-the-art modular robots.

1.1

Comparison of CKBot to Similar Systems

Numerous modular robots have been created in the past 20 years; CKBot has been
in existence for the last 5 of those years. The variety is wide, with some research
groups having produced multiple generations of their modular robotic system. In this
section, we compare CKBot to related modular robotics systems. This comparison
will focus on general features and notable research achievements. More in depth
discussions on how certain research aspects relate to the work presented here will be
included in separate related works sections after the introductions of each chapter
in this dissertation.
The common feature of reconfigurability of repeated mechatronic units unites
the different types of modular robotic systems. Besides this general theme, the variety of systems that fall in this category of robots are diverse. Some modules are
connected in chains and others in lattice formations. Most modules have internal
actuators while some rely on external actuation. Some are self-reconfigurable with
inter-module latching mechanisms and some require manual reconfiguration. The
majority of modules have embedded processors while some early versions have all
central computing done off-board. An inclusive, up-to-date article on the various
modular robotic systems can be found online [17]; more focused, in-depth presentations on modular systems, classifications, and research directions can be found in
2

the literature [14], [56], [30].
In some respects, the CKBot system is an adaptable modular robot that overlaps
certain subdivisions. It is often connected in chains and loops, but since it has
symmetric connections on its four faces, it can also be connected in tree and lattice
formations. CKBot is usually manually reconfigurable, but is also capable of selfreassembly with the additional magnetic faces and vision-guided locomotion as used
in the SAE robot. All modules have independent means of rotational actuation,
but the system is also tolerant to “external actuation” when considering reassembly
from unexpected, explosive events, as we will discuss in Chapter 5. Lastly, the
computation for the system is flexible with some configurations using fully embedded
processing, and some that relegate more intensive routines to an off-board PC.
Table 1.1 compares CKBot to some recent and related modular robotic systems.
These systems are all based on cubic structures with rotational degrees-of-freedom.
Numerous other novel modular robots not included in this comparison are in the
literature: [18], [50], [12], [26], [36], [7], [11]. Our comparison highlights some of the
strengths and shortcomings of the latest modular robotics system similar to CKBot.
A major strong point for CKBot is its numerous integrated sensors and peripheral
devices. We describe these features in detail in Section 2.1. These add-on items have
allowed CKBot to be more versatile than other similar systems. It is also noted for
its dynamic locomotion capabilities [41], [40]. A hardware shortcoming is its lack of
automated latching mechanism. As such, plans for a latching device is in progress
as well as a braking mechanism for added strength in high torque applications.
The primary strength of the M-TRAN systems is its motor-driven inter-module
docking mechanism. An upgrade from a permanent magnet and shape memory
alloy (SMA) latching/disconnection system, self-reconfiguration and cluster flow of
modules is a central part of the group’s research. The ATRON robot [30] also features
an integrated latching mechanism which is central to its design. From a practical
standpoint, one limitation of the M-TRAN robot is its homogeneity. In its current
3

Name
Affiliation
Years Active
Versions

CKBot
UPenn
2005-Present
1st
Generation

Degrees of
Freedom

1 180 ◦
rotational

M-TRAN
AIST Japan
1998-Present
3 Generations
Predecessor:
Fracta [28]
2 180 ◦
rotational

Docking
Mechanisms

manual,
optional
magnetic
faces
CAN bus,
IR, wireless

motorized
latches;
magnetic/
SMA release
CAN bus,
IR, wireless

accelerometer,
camera,
gripper
module
selfreassembly,
dynamic
locomotion,
configuration recognition
[55]

accelerometer,
camera

Communication
Features
and Devices

Research
Directions

References

Molecubes
Cornell
2005-Present
Successor:
Open-source
Molecubes [59]
1 120 ◦
swivel on
(111)-plane
switchable
magnets
on faces
global bus

hardware
blueprints
and software
available
online
selfreplication

selfreconfiguration,
CPG-based
adaptive
locomotion
[29]

[60]

PolyBot
PARC
1997-2004
3 Generations
Predecessor:
Polypod [51]
1 180 ◦
rotational
G1: manual
G2, G3:
latches with
SMA release
CAN bus,
IR

SuperBot
USC ISI
2005-Present
Predecessor:
CONRO [3]
2 180 ◦
rotational
1 270 ◦ roll
manual

SPI bus, IR

accelerometer,
ratchet
brake

unique
roll
degree-offreedom

various
locomotion,
reconfiguration
planning

distributed
hormone
control,
various
locomotion

[53]

[37]

Picture

Table 1.1: Comparison of CKBot with related modular robotic systems.
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state, M-TRAN is somewhat limited in the unique tasks it can perform.
Cornell’s molecubes feature unique kinematics with their 120 ◦ rotational swivel
joints on the (111)-plane. This allows for simple “picking-up” motions from “feeder
stations” using novel switchable magnets as required for its task of self-replication.
One shortcoming of this system is its over-specialization of a modular robot which
is perhaps better suited to be a versatile system. Recent developments for an opensource system has encouraged experimentation and development of molecubes for
more general applications [59].
The three generations of PolyBot systems have pioneered the integration of electrical components, including IR LEDs, Hall Effect sensors on brushless motors, SMA
undocking, accelerometers, and a ratchet brake onto a small modular robot. Common modes of locomotion for a modular robot (rolling, crawling, climbing, etc.) were
introduced on this system. PolyBot’s latch design for self-reconfigurability is not as
reliable as M-TRAN mechanism. It is a dedicated chain-type modular robot whereas
CKBot, M-TRAN, and SuperBot are hybrid systems that support both chain and
lattice configurations.
USC’s SuperBot features the some of latest in the state-of-the art modular robotic
hardware. Borrowing the two-cube design from M-TRAN and adding a third “twisting” degree-of-freedom, SuperBot is kinematically less constrained than similar systems. Self-reconfiguration has not yet been achieved with SuperBot, as it currently
relies on manual assembly. Though SuperBot is a hybrid modular robot, it has not
yet demonstrated effective use of its lattice structural abilities. Computer software
for operating systems have had multi-functional and multi-tasking capabilities for
decades; robotic hardware has been slower to adopt this level of versatility. Quick
change end-effectors and automatic tool-changers were introduced for computercontrolled machining centers in the 1970’s, though it has been modular robotics that
has pushed for more general progress of application adaptability. Thus, modular
robotics research is important for the overall advancement of versatile robots.
5

1.2

Goals of Modular Robots

Adapting modular robots for highly specialized tasks is a significant challenge. As
robots designated for dedicated, unique tasks are often designed from basic principles
and task constraints, modular robots are multipurpose and difficult to design with
lots of different specialized applications in mind. Also, modular robots may perhaps struggle to achieve the same optimized performance as their specialized robot
counterparts, which can be designed with the best possible precision and efficiency
a priori.
Key goals of modular robotics include scaling down unit module sizes while increasing the number of modules for systems. Trends in these directions would allow
modular systems to be increasingly refined and useful for application for various
tasks. For advances in smaller scale and greater number, however, autonomous control must be improved as well. In this dissertation, we present work in the areas of
modular robot autonomy in an effort toward these goals. Together, these advances
would be a significant step toward the “bucket-of-stuff” scenario, where a person
could tell a bucket full of randomly strewn modular robots to autonomously selfassemble and do various useful tasks such as “make me dinner” or “change the oil
in my car.”
A primary feature that will be required for a more autonomous modular robotic
system is increased generality of control. A user interacting with each module in
a system directly is, of course, undesirable and unnecessary, especially when there
can be hundreds of modules, each fitted with individual sensors and communication
networks. A better scenario is perhaps one where a modular robot is aware of its
resources, environment, and is able to execute desired tasks with a minimum of
human guidance and interaction.
Another key goal that will push modular robots toward greater utility is system
robustness and fault tolerance. As modular robots rely on increasingly many units,
reliability and a method to handle failures in the system become ever more critical.
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The biological analogy of metabolic systems that take in environmental resources to
repair cellular organisms is an appropriate one for modular robots.

1.3

Dissertation Contributions

In this dissertation, we present and experimentally verify novel methods for increasing the generality of control, autonomy, and reliability for modular robotic systems.
In particular, we demonstrate configuration recognition, distributed communication
fault tolerance, and the organization and control of self-reassembly with CKBot.
These topics encompass some of the central challenges of modular robotics today,
including addressing the primary goal of robust, autonomous control for large systems of modular robots composed of many small units. As we will describe, these
methods are quite general and applicable to most current modular robotic systems.
The key contribution of this work is the presentation and experimental verification
of these innovative methods.
After this introduction, we first describe the CKBot system. Our description
and comparison will highlight various design developments, features, and notable
achievements. The next section deals with isomorphic configuration recognition. In
this chapter, we utilize basic principles from graph theory to create and implement
an algorithm on CKBot that automatically recognizes modular robot configurations.
The third section presents work on a distributed fault-tolerant algorithm used to
control CKBot configurations. The last section presents work on the communication
hierarchy and control state machine for the Self-reassembly After Explosion (SAE)
robot. Each of these sections will begin with a motivation for the problem followed
by a background on related research. The sections will also include information on
our work to date, and conclude with proposals for future work.
As we will describe in the introduction sections of the subsequent chapters, much
of the current state of modular robotic control is highly specialized and tailored
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for particular applications. These control schemes, while effective for accomplishing
specific tasks, are frequently inflexible and sensitive to component failures. In this
dissertation, we introduce more general, robust methods for controlling adaptable
modular robots.
While the concepts we will present are applicable to various modular robots in
existence today, it is hoped that the contributions of this work are also longer-term,
with aspects of its approaches built upon and applied to new systems as they arise.
Configuration recognition, communication fault-tolerance, and self-reassembly for
CKBot captures some of the central problems of modular robots today and it is
hoped that the work here has taken modular robotic research one small step closer
to an autonomous robot composed of many small modules that can assemble itself
and perform tasks from basic, minimal user input.
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Chapter 2
CKBot System
In this chapter, we describe the CKBot system. Designed and fabricated in our lab,
CKBot is a rotational degree-of-freedom modular robot with various communication
and sensing capabilities. It shares some features with other modular robots (as described in the Introduction) and resembles some of its predecessors, notably PolyBot
[53] and M-TRAN [29]. The two sections of this chapter describe the hardware and
software features of CKBot.

2.1

CKBot Hardware

The basic CKBot module is essentially a cube with an axis of rotation that goes
through two opposing cube faces that allows a 180 ◦ range of motion. Figure 2.1
shows one module and an assembly of 15 modules that form the self-reassembling
robot, as we will describe in Chapter 5. A module is the basic building block of
the CKBot system. From these units, various configurations can be built to handle
a wide range of applications and modes of locomotion. This design was chosen for
its simplicity and general applicability for various locomotion tasks like crawling,
rolling, arm-like motions, etc. Each CKBot module is 6 cm x 6 cm x 6 cm and
weighs 143 grams.
9

Figure 2.1: One CKBot module and an assembly of 15 modules that form the selfreassembling robot. Photos courtesy Jimmy Sastra.
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Each module is equipped with:
• 1 Microchip PIC18F2680 Microcontroller for all module processing,
• 1 Airtronics 94359 Servo for actuating the 180 ◦ range of motion,
• 1 Controller Area Network (CAN) transceiver for handling inter-module messaging,
• 7 Infrared (IR) LED Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) Pairs distributed
on the four module faces for various IR communication, and
• 8 Identical 20-pin electrical ports distributed on the module for inter-module
CAN communication, power distribution, and interfacing to various peripheral
devices.
With these basic components, each module is an independent unit that can control its own motions, communicate to other modules on the CAN, and sense connectivity or other data through its IR ports. This design allows for the modules to join
and work together intelligently in a myriad of formations. Figure 2.2 shows the basic
layout of the primary electrical hardware components. This diagram shows the how
each CKBot microcontroller is connected to the CAN bus, the 7 IR ports, and its
servo actuator. Note that since the microcontroller has only one pair of serial ports,
we use a multiplexer that allows the module to switch between ports with a binary
selector. We will describe the software for motor control and communication in the
next section of this chapter.
Figure 2.3 shows the layout of the seven IR pairs. These ports are arranged such
that the transmitters and receivers of two adjacent modules are aligned for communication. This feature allows for effective neighbor-to-neighbor communication as
implemented for configuration recognition and the self-assembly robot (Chapters 3
and 5). The IR receivers are also used for receiving messages from farther distances
11
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Figure 2.2: Layout of the principal components of the CKBot electrical system.
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Figure 2.3: Layout of the seven IR transmitter and receiver pairs on the four faces
of a CKBot module.

(up to 50 cms away) for the demonstration of communication fault tolerance as we
will describe in Chapter 4.

Modules are electrically connected to one another with 20-pin headers that join
corresponding sockets between adjacent faces and are held together with screws.
The electrical sockets are universal on all module faces and share power (24V, 6V,
Ground) and CAN data lines (CAN High, CAN Low). Modules can also connect
magnetically to one another with the aid special plates that attach to the faces, as
shown in Figure 2.4. These plates screw onto the four CKBot faces to allow modules
to quickly connect to one another. Rare-earth permanent magnets are embedded
behind the plates and are positioned to join modules in any of the 90 ◦ rotational
increments that modules connect with electrical headers and screws. Note the mating protrusions and indentations for guiding the connections as well as matching
openings for inter-module IR communication. These magnet faces are used in the
self-reassembly robot we will describe in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.4: CKBot magnetic plates that attach to the outer surfaces of module faces.
Rare-earth permanent magnets are embedded behind the plates and are positioned
to allow modules to join in 90 ◦ rotational increments. Polymer inserts in the corners
dampen the fall of modules during the disassembly impact of the self-reassembly
robot (Chapter 5).
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2.1.1

Peripheral Devices and Other Types of Modules

Over the past five years, the CKBot system has gradually expanded from a simple,
one-module type system into a more complex, heterogeneous system with various
additional items and modules that add functionality. Some devices are required
for most general setups (e.g., batteries, voltage converters) and some are optional
and are used for more specialized applications (e.g., ZigBee wireless, magnet faces).
Variations of the original module have also been added to the system, chief among
them the L7 and Leg Modules. In this section, we will describe most of these
additional elements and their applications to the CKBot system.
Table 2.1 summarizes the peripheral devices and other types of CKBot modules.
Figure 2.5 shows some of the notable CKBot peripheral devices.
One theme for add-on development is the migration from a tethered CKBot
system to a tetherless one. This goal motivated the creation of the lithium-polymer
battery board, submodule, and ZigBee wireless chip. The advantages of tetherless
control is particularly evident in search-and-rescue type robots where configurations
must traverse unpredictable terrain and the SAE robot where clusters of modules
begin in random positions and must navigate around each other for reformation.
Another significant motivation for peripheral development is the self-reassembly
robot. As we will describe in greater detail in Chapter 5, the SAE robot integrates
almost all of the peripheral features of CKBot and, in particular, was the driving force
behind the development of the smart camera module, magnet faces, and integrated
accelerometer.
The two variations of the original CKBot module, the L7 and Leg Module, were
also introduced to address the requirements of certain applications.
The L7 module (Figure 2.5, bottom left) is a structural variation of the standard
module which is also called the UBar module (Figure 2.1, left side). As the images
show, these modules are given names according to their structural resemblances: the
L7 resembles the characters “L” and “7” side-by-side and UBar resembles the letter
15

Name
Accelerometer
Batteries

DC Power
Supply
DC-to-DC
Converter
Joystick

L7 Module

Leg Module

Magnet Faces
PC

Smart Camera
Module
Submodule

ZigBee
wireless

Description
Orients CKBot configurations
with respect to the ground
Provides power to CKBot
configurations that require
tetherless control
External power source for
tethered CKBot structures
Converts 24V to 6V as required
by modules
Ergonomic control for CKBot
structures; crucial for applications
requiring teleoperation
Structural variation of the standard
UBar module; useful for axial
twisting motions for modules
connected in a chain
Higher torque, continuous rotational
motion for rolling buggy-type
solutions and legged explorers
Magnetic inter-module docking for
self-assembly during runtime
User Interfaces that communicate
to modules with CAN, ZigBee, IR,
FLASH; important for module
programming/debugging, robot control,
runtime monitoring, gait prototyping
Cameras with distance and angle
sensing for module localization
and guided locomotion
Stand alone processor that communicates
with modules on the CAN for embedded
control and IR touch-sensing; CPU
fits inside module
Wireless communication link between
modules and PC for controlling and
monitoring CKBot structures

Applications
Self-reassembly After Explosion
(SAE) (Chapter 5)
Rolling Loop [41],
SAE, Configuration Recognition
(Chapter 3), etc.
Planetary Contingency [52]
SAE, Dynamic Locomotion,
Distributed IR (Chapter 4)
Planetary Contingency,
Distributed IR
SAE, Centipede dynamics [40],
Arm-like appendage

Planetary Contingency,
Search-and-rescue type robots
SAE, Dynamic Planning [47]
Most CKBot systems

SAE

Configuration Recognition,
SAE, Rolling Loop (using IR
touch sensors)
SAE, Distributed IR, Centipede
dynamics

Table 2.1: Summary of the various peripheral devices and other types of CKBot
modules.
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Figure 2.5: Various CKBot peripheral devices. Clockwise from top left: ZigBee
wireless system, joystick, Lithium-Polymer battery board, DC Leg Module, and
Submodule controller inside an L7 module.
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“U” with a bar over it. Both the UBar and L7 modules have identical electronics and
software; the only difference between them is structural: U-Bar has three module
faces that rotate with respect to the fourth; L7 has two module faces that rotate
with respect to the other two. The primary feature of the L7 module is that it
allows for twisting, axial motions when connected in chains. This allows for useful
degrees-of-freedom for certain tasks like centipede hopping [40] and the self-righting
maneuver for the SAE robot as we will describe in Chapter 5. The L7 is the same
size and approximate weight as the UBar module.
The Leg Module is equipped with a Micro-Drives MD3626B024V DC motor that
is used for powered wheel and leg configurations. Each leg module has the same
basic electrical hardware and software of the other CKBot modules. The primary
difference is that they allow continuous 360 ◦ rotation and velocity control. These
features make the leg module useful for legged and wheeled CKBot configurations.
It uses the same CAN communication protocol as the other modules, but lacks the
IR communication capabilities. The inter-module electrical connections are fully
compatible with the other CKBot modules. Each leg module weighs 271 grams and
is 6 cm x 6 cm x 7 cm making it similar in dimension to the UBar and L7 modules.

2.2

CKBot Basic Software

Each CKBot module is equipped with its own microcontroller, as described in the
previous section. While the program memory of modules is occasionally updated
and specialized software is sometimes tailored for specific applications, the basic
features remain the same. In this section we describe the key elements of the CKBot
module’s software system. Here we focus our discussion on the standard (UBar) and
L7 modules’ software.
As Figure 2.2 shows, each module’s microcontroller is at the center of its servo
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actuation and communication to other modules and devices. The 180 ◦ servo position range is controlled with pulse-width-modulation (PWM) from the PIC. Analog
feedback from the servo to the microcontroller tells the module its actual position:
voltage increases linearly from 1.5 V to 2.5 V as servo position increases linearly
from −90 ◦ to 90 ◦ . Each CKBot’s microcontroller sends PWM signals at a rate of
60 Hz, the fastest that the servo can handle incoming messages.
Modules communicate with other modules and peripheral devices primarily with
CAN and IR. Wireless and camera communication are interfaced through the CAN,
so modules rely heavily on this bus messaging system. The CAN protocol is based
on the GRASP lab’s Robotics Bus architecture [13]. CAN messages transmit data
at 250,000 bits per second. IR messages are only a byte long and transmit data at
2400 bits per second. This slower serial rate was chosen to increase IR reliability, as
we will describe in more detail in Section 4.4.
All modules and devices on a connected CAN bus have unique node IDs that
allow them to communicate with one another and know the sources of these messages.
Since CAN messages contain information about the sender, receivers can filter which
messages to accept for processing, and which to ignore.
One important periodic message that all modules are programmed broadcast are
Heartbeat messages. Heartbeats are CAN messages broadcasted once per second
from each module specifying the sending module’s ID and are designed to allow
modules and users to know which modules are on the bus at all times. This allows all
modules, devices, and user interfaces to observe if new modules are added or removed
from the system during runtime. We use this feature to allow the configuration
recognition and distributed IR systems to automatically detect which modules are
in a configuration at any given time.
The CKBot module firmware is written in a C-language and compiled in the Microchip MPLAB Development suite. We use a special GUI developed for CKBot for
system tasks such as locomotion development, debugging, and teleoperated control.
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The latest extensive information on this programming system and user interface for
CKBot is available on the ModLab webpage [25].
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Chapter 3

Isomorphic Configuration
Recognition

The advantage of reconfiguration is central to modular robotic systems. With this
benefit, however, comes a complex and interesting challenge: how does a modular
robot recognize which shapes are useful or familiar? The ability for a modular robot
to determine which configurations are needed for various tasks is a fundamental
requirement for increased autonomy. For example, if a modular robot forms into a
snake-like configuration, it should recognize its current state and select the correct
corresponding slithering motions. This feature of self-discovery in a modular robot
has been proposed (as we will describe in Section 3.2), but the methods to-date
are limited in scope or have only been outlined without experimental or simulation
verification. The implementation of automatic configuration recognition in CKBot
we will present here is general and applicable to most modular robotic systems. We
will mention applicability to specific systems in the related work section (Section
3.2).
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3.1

The CKBot Configuration Recognition Problem

In the following work, we propose a general approach to solving the configuration
recognition problem for modular robots. Our work is distinguished from previous
work in that we describe our system from the perspective of a modular robot recognizing its own shape (rather than a program giving instructions on how to construct
a robot given a set of parts), we introduce a new, succinct matrix representation of
modular robots, we implement our algorithm on our CKBot system, and we show
the generality of the approach and how it extends beyond simple configurationdependent gaits. Furthermore, in showing our approach, we discuss how it can be
readily extended to other modular robotic systems.
The works of [35] and [39] are advantageous in that they distribute the recognition
problem amongst the modules in a configuration. However, since these approaches
rely solely on neighbor-to-neighbor IR communication relaying, the methods occasionally failed through dropped packets and were relatively bandwidth intensive. In
our work, we exploit both the global CAN and local IR to solve the configuration
recognition problem. From a top-down view, we employ a standalone sub-module
chip 3.1 to orchestrate and calculate the configuration recognition algorithm sequence. Therefore, a single sub-module chip (per configuration) acts as a central
controller to the system as a whole.
Since the sub-module chip acts as the coordinator and central processor for our
system (with each modules’ own processors controlling the low level communication,
sensing and actuation routines independently), we frame our work from this perspective. Therefore, the first sensible step for the sub-module is to gather inter-module
connectivity data and organize it in an organized, useful manner. As mentioned
earlier, each CKBot module has a unique node identification (ID) number. Furthermore, each module has 7 IR ports that can be used to determine how modules are
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Figure 3.1: A CKBot sub-module controller alone and inside a module.
connected to one another. Therefore, it is a matter of sensing neighbors and building
the complete topology of the system which the controller can use.

3.2

Related Previous Work

A few researchers have studied aspects of configuration recognition and proposed
solutions. Chen and Burdick [6] showed a method for enumerating the unique (nonisomorphic) configurations of a modular system, given sets of module and connection
types. The algorithm is based on using symmetry groups to count only those states
that are unique under symmetric rotations or translations. A primary contribution
of this work is the introduction of the use of incidence matrices to describe modular
robot configurations. This algorithm is essentially the inverse of the configuration
recognition problem: it gives all possible (unique) constructions of a modular robot
given a set of modules, whereas the configuration recognition problem is concerned
with a modular robot discovering its own morphology. However, the isomorphic
recognition algorithm we will present here also identifies identical structures and
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unveils structural symmetries associated with the automorphic group for modular
robots. A key advantage of our method over Chen and Burdick’s is that our algorithm
requires no modular input information into the system for configuration recognition,
whereas their algorithm requires a definition of the various types of modules and
port connections to create the list of unique robots.
Castano and Will [4] proposed a method for configuration representation and
recognition of CONRO robots. Using a modified Adjacency Matrix, this work shows
the connection from physical robot, to graph representation, to binary matrix form,
usable for PC or embedded processors. The paper shows simple method for creating
a configuration adjacency matrix and concludes with a suggestion as to how a comparison between the created matrix and stored “catalog” matrix can determine a
match. The primary contribution of this work is the presentation of a unique way to
represent modular robots; however, no actual configuration recognition implementations were conducted or proposed. Our configuration recognition method uses a
distinct type of robot representation and completes essential task of graph matching of isomorphic structures. The method we will present is directly applicable to
the CONRO robot, as both CKBot and CONRO have global CAN and local (IR)
communication networks necessary for arbitrary configurations to detect their shape.
Butler et al. [1] proposed a method for determining of their 2D Crystalline modular robot is in a goal configuration. This approach uses relay message passing around
the perimeter of a Crystalline robot to determine if the shape is the goal configuration decided upon, a priori. This method is useful in its simple implementation and
direct application to a modular robotic system. However, it primarily deals with
solid connected configurations and is not applicable to loop structures or lattice configurations with vacancies. The configuration recognition method we will present in
this chapter has the benefit of being general and applicable to a wider variety of
shapes. Since each Crystalline module is equipped with only neighbor-to-neighbor
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IR communication, our approach is applicable to the Crystalline robot if the data acquisition and configuration detection stages of the algorithm are adapted to support
local communication only (signed message propagation, distributed computation of
graph matching, etc.).
Stoy, Shen, and Will [46] showed how a CONRO modular robot can change its
mode of locomotion based on its configuration. This method is based on modules
specifically programmed to send and receive IR packets to determine if a configuration is correct for a particular gait. This method is novel in its application of
configuration to gait; however, it is specific in its mapping of gaits based on predetermined shapes. The approach we will present here is more general and considers
arbitrary configurations for discovering the shape of a modular robot. As mentioned
earlier, our method is directly applicable to the CONRO robot.
Park, Chitta, Teichman, and Yim [31] propose three methods for solving the
configuration recognition problem. In this work, some basic relations to graph theory are discussed and the methods for configuration recognition are simulated and
compared for performance and applicability to CKBot. The methods presented are
quite general and applicable to a wide variety of reconfigurable systems. In particular, the approach by Chitta builds upon an open-source graph automorphism
software called nauty (no automorphisms yes? [24]) that maps a given configuration matrix for CKBot to the automorphism group of a canonical representation of
a known configuration matrix. If the given matrix maps to a known configuration,
then a configuration match is found and the corresponding mapping is also determined. This approach has the advantage of more efficiently finding configuration
matches; however, the algorithm is too large to run on-board most modular robots.
The approach by Teichman uses a variety of heuristic filters to determine if a given
configuration is in a catalog of known configurations (such as number of modules,
number of connections per module, physical center of mass of the system). The
algorithm then chooses a particular module and, in a module-by-module sequence,
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compares the structure of the given system with the stored configurations in the
library. During the sequence, if ever a module within the structure is different from
all of the library of configurations, then the configuration is determined to be unknown. If a configuration matches a unique catalog configuration throughout the
sequence, then a match and corresponding mapping is found. Teichman’s method is
relatively quick and uses a simple, low program memory algorithm; however, since it
requires a three-dimensional linked list to discover configurations, it requires significant amounts of memory (on the order of gigabytes). The approach by Park utilizes
the determinant of the square adjacency matrix to compare the structure of a given
configuration with those in the catalog of configurations. In this way, a configuration match can readily be found. The corresponding eigenvector matrix is then used
to determine the permutation matrix, and hence the identification (ID) mapping,
between the given state and the match found in the library. This algorithm was
implemented on board the CKBot system and was shown to be effective for small
configurations of modules. The last method is the springboard for this section of the
dissertation. Our method of performing graph spectrum computations on incidence
matrices is quite general; applicable systems are mentioned in Section 3.2.

3.3

Algorithm Overview

After the submodule controller has acquired all of the port connections for all the
modules in a configuration and organized it into the port adjacency matrix, it is
ready to perform analysis to determine if the detected configuration is in its catalog of
stored configurations. For this work, the primary subsequent steps for configuration
recognition are graph matching and graph mapping (finding the permutation between
detected and known states). The graph matching step is essentially a comparison
of eigenvalues between given and known states, as we will describe in Section 3.6.
Once a potential configuration match has been found, the mapping step confirms
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the match and produces the precise label ordering for detected and known states
to be the same. This is done by finding the permutation matrix that reorders the
module ID labels, as we will describe in Section 3.7. An example of the matching
and mapping procedures for configuration recognition will be presented in Section
3.8.
After a successful configuration detection, the determined label mapping can
be used to for isomorphic gait control, feedback, and/or control processing. In
essence, the configuration mapping allows the controller to recognize that the given
configuration is recognized and any control or feedback loop that is known for an
isomorphic permutation of the structure is the same as the given structure, with
the module ID permutation mapping as the key for how the detected and known
configurations relate.

3.4

Configuration Data Acquisition

To acquire the configuration topology, the sub-module controller instructs the modules to talk and listen in sequential order so that all connections are discovered. Fig.
3.2 shows a schematic of a step in the process of module connectivity data acquisition. In the step in this figure, Module 2 is instructed by the controller to “listen”
through its IR ports while Modules 1 and 3 are instructed to transmit their IDs
through their IR ports. The modules all take turns listening and talking through
all ports so that all possible connections are detected and recorded. Algorithm 1
shows the corresponding pseudo code for how the controller sub-module acquires
information about all the connections in the system. Note that the algorithm is a
double loop that tells the modules (via CAN) to wait and listen for a signal or to
blink their IR signals and talk to all modules. When talking, the modules simply
blink their own IDs in serial binary form, on all 7 ports. When listening, each of
the 7 ports is selected one at a time, to ensure that the signal is received. After all
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modules have shared their data, they each report 1x7 array of the sighting on the
ports to the controller, which organizes all the sightings into a matrix.
Algorithm 1 Controller coordinated module connectivity connection sequence.
for i = 1 to AllM odules do
for j = 1 to AllM odules do
if j 6= i then
Send CAN message: “Talk on all Ports”
Send CAN message: “Listen on all Ports”
for j = 1 to AllM odules do
Send CAN message: “Give me all of your neighbor data”
Combinations of port elements account for three additional port numbers, which
we define as follows: Ports 8 is when a module observes another through both ports
1 and 2, Port 9 is observation through both ports 3 and 4, and Port 10 is observation
through both ports 5 and 6. These connections are possible when adjacent faces
between modules have both IR transmitters and receivers lined up (Fig. 2.3). From
an algorithmic standpoint, these connections are no different from the other 7 types
of connections. Note that if a module sees another on ports 8, 9, or 10, then the
reciprocal module must also have an 8, 9, or 10 port connection.

3.5

The Port Adjacency Matrix

After the sub-module controller receives all neighbor sighting from all modules in
the configuration, the first logical step is to organize the data into a useful and
succinct form. Based on the usual adjacency matrix used in graph theory [15], we
introduce a port-adjacency matrix which describes both the connectivity of modules
as well as how modules are oriented in each connection. Like the standard adjacency
matrix, the port-adjacency matrix also is an nxn square matrix for n connected
modules where nonzero entries denote connections. The diagonal entries are all zero
(since we define the modules to not be connected to themselves). The key difference
between the standard adjacency matrix and the port-adjacency matrix is that the
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Figure 3.2: Configuration connectivity acquisition schematic for three modules. In
this step of the sequence, Module 2 is receiving IR signals from Modules 1 and 3.
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adjacency matrix elements are all either 1 or 0 and, therefore, symmetric, whereas
the port-adjacency matrix can have nonzero port elements 1 − 10 to denote types of
connections between modules and is generally non-symmetric. The port-adjacency
matrix obviously reduces to the standard adjacency matrix if orientations are not
considered (relevant for perhaps other types of simpler modular robots) and only
connectivity is considered.
The port-adjacency matrix is best described with an example. Consider the
configuration shown in 3.3. The corresponding port-adjacency matrix is shown to
its right. The numbers outside the matrix correspond to the given module IDs 1,
2, and 3. The choice of IDs is, of course, arbitrary; the important thing is that the
rows and columns are ordered the same way. The row indicates a receiving module’s
connectivity to other modules in the system. The 0s indicate no connection (modules
are not connected to themselves, by definition), and all nonzero elements denote
connections to other modules. The number corresponds to the type of inter-module
connection. Note that one module does not necessarily observe a connection to the
reciprocal module through the same port.
In particular, Module 1 sees Module 2 through Port 9; Module 2 sees two modules:
Module 1 through Port 8 and Module 3 through Port 5; and Module 3 sees Module
2 through Port 7 (refer to Fig. 2.3). In this way, the port adjacency matrix contains
a complete description of the topology of a given CKBot configuration and is what
we use as a basis for configuration recognition analysis.

3.6

Spectral Graph Analysis of the Port Adjacency Matrix

At this point in this dissertation we digress from the physical implementation of
the configuration recognition algorithm and discuss the basis of the method in more
general terms and present some of the analysis we conduct in Matlab. We will come
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1 2 3
1 0 9 0 
2 8 0 5
3 0 7 0
Figure 3.3: Example configuration and corresponding port adjacency matrix.

back to the physical implementation after this section.
The method we use for determining configuration isomorphism is based on basic
concepts from spectral graph theory. A known method for checking for isomorphism
between two graphs is through adjacency matrix spectral decomposition [8]. That is,
if two graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic, then the eigenvalues of the corresponding
port-adjacency matrices A1 and A2 are equal. The inverse, however, is not always
true: port-adjacency matrices with identical arrays of eigenvalues are not necessarily
isomorphic. To deal with this issue, permutations of eigenvector elements are employed as a confirmation of isomorphism and as a basis for finding the permutation
mapping of module IDs.
The other methods studied in conjunction with this work (nauty-based and
linked-list approaches in [31]) use heuristics to search for matches between two
graphs. This approach differs in its use of well-established ideas in spectral graph
theory and its applicability to generate approximate methods [58] where other techniques may fail.
Cospectral graphs such as the pair shown in Figure 3.4 [16] are rare and interesting cases that may arise in modular robotic configurations. The characteristic
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Figure 3.4: Example of cospectral graphs with the same characteristic polynomial:
−1 + 4λ + 7λ2 − 4λ3 − 7λ4 + 6λ6 .
polynomials for these graphs are the same despite non-isomorphism. In these scenarios, although the eigenvalues are the same, the structures are not isomorphic since
no relabeling of nodes maps one configuration to the other. A comparison of the
eigenvectors for these graphs is required to find that permutation does not exist and
confirm non-isomorphism.

3.7

Linear Algebra of Adjacency and Permutation
Matrices

Given two port-adjacency matrices A1 and A2 with the same graph spectrum, we
wish to find the permutation matrix P that reorders the rows and columns of A1 so
that they are identical to those of A2 :

A2 = P A1 P −1 .

(3.1)

Note that P swaps the rows and P −1 swaps the columns of A1 so that gaits
for A1 can be mapped onto corresponding gaits for A2 . The permutation matrix is
composed of only one 1 across any row and column with the remaining entries as
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0’s. This gives the property that all permutation matrices are orthogonal, satisfying
P T = P −1 . The identity matrix is a permutation matrix that maps a configuration
onto itself.
If A1 and A2 are decomposed into their spectral canonical forms
A1 = Q1 ΛQ−1
1
A2 = Q2 ΛQ−1
2
where Λ is the diagonal eigenvalues matrix (note that they are the same for both
since A1 and A2 correspond to isomorphic graphs as the rows and columns just
interchanged) and Q1 and Q2 are the associated eigenvector matrices. This gives
−1 −1
Q2 ΛQ−1
2 = P Q1 ΛQ1 P

= (P Q1 )Λ(P Q1 )−1
which reduces to
Q2 = P Q1 .

(3.2)

This shows that the permutation matrix also relates to eigenvector elements
of port-adjacency matrices of isomorphic configurations. Therefore, by matching
appropriate matrix elements in Q2 to corresponding elements in Q1 , we can determine
the permutation matrix that satisfies Equation 3.1. In the following section, we
illustrate this procedure with an example.

3.8

Example of Finding the Permutation Matrix

Consider configuration F L from Figure 3.5. Recall that the port-adjacency matrix
corresponding to this configuration is given by:
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Figure 3.5: A possible database of known configurations.
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AF Lc


0


0


0


= 0


0


1

0

0 0 0 0 7
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 4
0 0 7 6 0
1 7 0 4 0


0


7


1


0


6


0

0

Now, consider another configuration with a port-adjacency matrix:

0


0


0


A2 = 0


0


7

0

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 7
0 0 1 7 0
0 7 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 6 0 0 4


0


0


4


0


0


6

0

First, we note that AF Lc and A2 have the same characteristic polynomial:
Det(AF Lc − λI) = Det(A2 − λI) = λ7 − 76λ5 + 868λ3 .

This property suggests that these configurations are likely candidates for being
isomorphic. To confirm this suggestion (and rule out that these structures are cospectral), we proceed further to find a permutation matrix that satisfies the property in
Equation 3.2. We first compute the eigenvector matrices with columns ordered according to the roots of the characteristic polynomial (eigenvalue graph spectrum):
h

i
λ = 7.87 3.74 −3.74 −7.87 0 0 0
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−0.47


−0.31


−0.04


Q1 = −0.06


−0.53


−0.52

−0.34

−0.06


−0.47


−0.34


Q2 = −0.31


−0.04


−0.52

−0.53

−0.72

0.72

−0.47 −0.97

0.32

−0.58





0.12 


0.06 −0.69 −0.04 −0.02 0.11 −0.35


−0.10 0.10 −0.06 0.06 −0.07 −0.42


0
0
−0.53 0.09
0.02
0.58 


−0.38 0.38
0.52
0
0
0 

−0.25 0.25
0.34
0
0
0
0.48

−0.10

−0.48 −0.31 −0.18 −0.93

0.10

−0.06

0.06

−0.07

−0.42





0.72 −0.72 0.47
−0.91
−0.83
0.83




−0.25 −0.25 −0.34
0
0
0


−0.48 0.48
0.31
0.38
0.41 + 0.11i
0.41 + 0.11i 


−0.06 0.06
0.04
−0.01 −0.19 + 0.04i −0.19 + 0.04i



0.38
0.38 −0.52
0
0
0

0
0
0.53 −0.078 0.23 − 0.10i
0.23 − 0.10i

Note that the columns of Q1 and Q2 (the eigenvectors of AF Lc and A2 ) are both
ordered so that they correspond to the same eigenvalue elements. The columns have
been normalized so that the sum of the squares down any column equals one. Also,
note that the absolute value of each eigenvalue element is of interest, since eigenvectors, as a whole, can be scaled by a minus sign (vector pointing in the opposite
direction) with the eigenvalues and similarity properties of the matrix unchanged.
To create the permutation matrix, note that Q2ij (the element in the ith row and the
j th column of Q2 ) can be written as:
Q2ij = Pi1 Q11j + Pi2 Q12j + · · · + Pi7 Q17j .
The property that P has a single 1 across any column or row (with all other
elements zero) allows us to build P simply by comparing the permutation of elements
down corresponding columns in Q1 and Q2 .
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For instance, we see that |Q111 | = |Q221 | = 0.47. Consequently, P21 = 1 with
all other elements in the rank and file of P21 equal to zero. Next, observe that
|Q121 | = |Q241 | = 0.31. This gives us P42 = 1 with all other elements in the rank and
file of P42 equal to 0. Similarly, |Q131 | = |Q251 | = 0.04 giving P53 = 1 with all other
elements in the rank and file of P53 equal to 0. Continuing down the first columns of
Q1 and Q2 , we can construct the following P that confirms isomorphism and gives
the desired module labels:

0


1


0


P = 0


0


0

0


0 0 1 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 0 1


1 0 0 0 0 0


0 1 0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

The mapping is given by:
π1→2



1 2 3 4 5 6 7

=
2 4 5 1 7 6 3

Generally, for a column k, when |Q1jk | = |Q2ik |, Pij = 1 with all other elements
across row i and down column j zero. The relabeled graph is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.9

Graph Symmetry and Configuration Mapping

It is evident that the choice of eigenvector for comparison is important. In the above
example, if we had chosen any of the eigenvectors associated with the degenerate
eigenvalue (zero), we would not have been able to build the permutation matrix.
This redundancy in eigenvalues can be attributed to an algebraic regularity in the
graph structure [43].
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Figure 3.6: Relabeling of AF Lc .

Figure 3.7: Example of symmetric configuration with two permutation matrices that
relabel modules in the same way.
Structural symmetry creates interesting scenarios for this method to find the
graph isomorphism mapping. Consider the following configurations in Figure 3.7.
The two rows of labels give the adjacency matrices


0 7 0 0




7 0 1 0


A1 = 

0 1 0 7


0 0 7 0

0


1
A2 = 

0

7

1 0
0 7
7 0
0 0
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7


0


0

0

with the following eigensystem:
h

i
λ = −7.52 −6.52 6.52 7.52


−0.48


 0.52
Q1 = 

−0.52

0.48

0.52


−0.52
Q2 = 

 0.48

−0.48

0.52

−0.52 0.48

−0.48 −0.48
−0.48

0.48

0.52

0.52

−0.48

0.48

−0.48 −0.48
0.52

−0.52

0.52

0.52





0.52


0.52

0.48

−0.52


−0.52


−0.48

−0.48

Following the same approach as above, we end up with the following permutation
matrix:


0


0
P∗ = 

1

1

1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0


0


0


1

1

The multiple 1’s across the rows and columns occur because of the redundant
elements in the eigenvectors. The reason this occurs is because two distinct permutation matrices both satisfy Equation 3.1, namely:

0


0
A2 = 

1

0

0


0
=

0

1


0 1 0 0


1 0 0 7


0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0


0 1 0 7


0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0


7 0 0 0


0 1 0 0


1 0 7 1

0 7 0 0

7 0 0 0


0 1 0 1


1 0 7 0

0 7 0 0
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0 1 0


1 0 0


0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 1


0 0 0


1 0 0

0 1 0

where P ∗ is the union of P1 and P2 given by:

0 0 1


0 1 0
P1 = 

1 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0


0 0 1
P2 = 

0 0 0

1 0 0


0


0


0

1

0


0


1

0

The reason two permutations occur for this configuration (and any isomorphic
labeling of this graph), is because both matrices are in the graph’s symmetry group.
Also called automorphic group, we see that the symmetry is a 180o rotation about the
center of mass of the system. For the purpose of spectral decomposition approach,
the algorithm tries valid combinations of P ∗ type unions (only one 1 in all rows and
columns) until Equation 3.1 is satisfied. Therefore, this algorithm is slightly faster
for asymmetric systems, as seen in the Figure 3.10 which shows that the time to map
random structures is, on average, less than the time of the more ordered structures
(tree, snake, plane, centipede). The general algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Note that m is the size of the block redundancy in P ∗ ; the snake example above has
two blocks of two.

3.10

Complexity of the Spectral Decomposition
Method

The complexity of the configuration recognition algorithm is characterized by the label mapping routine (finding the permutation matrix, Algorithm 2), since it is more
computationally intensive than the configuration matching routine of finding corresponding graph spectra. The complexity of finding the graph spectra (eigenvalues)
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Algorithm 2 Configuration matching using spectral decomposition.
for i = 1 to library max do
if Det(Agiven − λI) = Det(Ai − λI), then
Compute Qgiven and sort (in increasing order of corresponding eigenvalue) to
match format of Qi .
for j = 1 to n do
Compare the elements of columns j in Qgiven with Qi .
Record w as the column that produces a P with the minimum number of
redundant ones.
if Any P satisfies Ai = P Agiven P −1 , then
RETURN P .
else
Construct P ∗ using column w.
for j = 1 to m do
if Any P ∗ (j) satisfies Ai = P ∗ (j)Agiven P ∗−1 (j), then
RETURN P = P ∗ (j).

of an nxn matrix using the QR-decomposition algorithm, as used for this work, is
O(n3 ) [9].
Once a characteristic polynomial match is found, the complexity of determining
P or P ∗ (the first if-statement in Algorithm 2) is O(n2 ) since the most computationally expensive loop in this step is the double loop of matching values in eigenvectors
corresponding to the same eigenvector. For completely random and asymmetric
structures (e.g., an arm-like robot, a head-to-tail snake, any linear or tree-like structure that is intended for forward and turning motion only), this determines P , and
is consequently the expected running time to find the permutation mapping between
isomorphic configurations.
For structures with at least one line of symmetry, the main if-block determines a
P ∗ that has a P embedded within it. Such structures, such as a dog with a head and
tail, a head-to-head-tail-to-tail snake (Figure 3.7), a bipedal walking robot, etc., delve
into the primary else-statement of Algorithm 2 to find the correct P amongst the
m! choices in P ∗ . For the one-line-of-symmetry structures, m = 2, and it is evident
that the complexity to find P in these cases is O(2n). In general, the complexity to
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find P is O(m!n). In most cases, m is small or at most a moderate fraction of n. In
the extreme case of each module having complete symmetry with respect to another
module (imagine a torus composed of CKBot modules, with each module having
exactly four neighbors), m = n and algorithm reduces to the naı̈ve case of trying all
possible labels for each module. But this case is pathological; m is usually a fraction
of n. For example, a centipede structure with 4 identical 4-module segments, m = 5
(left/right symmetry plus 4 segment interchangeable symmetries) and n = 20.
It is certainly possible to divide the computation of reducing P ∗ to P amongst
parallel processors. We are currently exploring a hierarchical architecture where one
central processor supervises many others.

3.11

Results for Spectral Decomposition Method

Figure 3.8 shows the time to find a match using comparisons between graph spectra
in a library of 200 random configurations (for each data point), for up to 1000
modules. The Matlab function eigs(A) was used to find the largest eigenvalues
of the sparse matrices. In comparison with Figure 3.10, we see that the time to
find the module mapping is more time-consuming. This figure compares the times
to find the permutation matrix between two isomorphic configurations for up to
50 modules. Snake, centipede, plane, tree and random structures were tested. The
random configuration times also include a negligible matching time to find the correct
structure in a library of other random structures. Even so, the cumulative time to
find the mapping is slightly less than the other structures. This can be attributed
to the fact that there are less symmetries (on average) in random structures and
this reduces the number redundant permutation elements that the algorithm must
choose from in the method described above. For comparison, the brute-force n!
time is included for up to 12 modules. The data point itself is off the scale of the
graph. Some limiting considerations in this approach include numerical stability
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Figure 3.8: Search times for the spectral based algorithm vs. number of modules in
a random robot configuration.
and structural symmetry of configurations. In particular, the number of elements of
each eigenvector equals the number of modules. For large matrices, these normalized
eigenvectors are composed of small numbers that have accumulated rounding errors,
attributed to the LU-decomposition approach (Matlab’s LAPACK matrix algebra
package). There are various methods that one can implement to deal with this
issue (i.e., large normalizing factors, matrix balancing) but for numbers larger than
103 , the problem becomes difficult to handle. Additionally, the time to compute
eigenvectors becomes prohibitively large at that scale.

3.12

Conclusions for Configuration Recognition

The spectral decomposition method for self-discovering CKBot configurations we
have presented here is general and applicable to a wide variety of systems, as we
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Figure 3.9: Standard deviation of search times for spectral based algorithm vs.
number of modules in robot configuration.
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Figure 3.10: Mapping times for specific configurations vs. number of modules in
configuration.
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mentioned in Section 3.2. If a modular robotic system has a global bus (CAN or SPI)
with labeled IR ports, then the approach we have described is directly applicable.
For example, CONRO modules [4] have both a global CAN and four distinct intermodule connections that can be confirmed with IR. The configuration recognition
method as described can be applied to perform calculations and structural matches
with spectral graph comparisons.
If a modular system has only local IR communication (e.g., Crystalline [36]),
an adapted version of our method can be applied. For configuration recognition
with neighbor-to-neighbor only communication, each module in the structure must
have the same configuration information. In particular, modules in this distributed
system would asynchronously communicate with neighbors to acquire connectivity
information using a token passing method. Then, after all modules have determined
where neighbors are, modules must then propagate this information throughout the
structure until all modules know the complete configuration. Finally, each module
independently would then compute the spectral analysis as described in this chapter.
Afterward, each module would know where its particular location is within the overall
connected structure and select the appropriate control associated with that position.
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Chapter 4
Distributed Communication Fault
Tolerance
An advantageous feature of modular robots is the applicability to system fault tolerance. With redundant units and parallel processing facilities, modular robots have
the capability or potential to account for certain types of failures within its system.
One type of fault tolerance is self-repair, as we will present in the following chapter
and also demonstrated on other modular robotic systems as we will describe in Section 5.1. In these works, the fault tolerance is based on assessing structural failures
within the system and designing the system to repair itself with the original parts
or with replacements from the environment.
In this chapter, we present work on communication fault tolerance for the CKBot
[32]. Unlike the structural fault tolerance, this work is based on accounting for
sensor or processor failures (including modules with perhaps incorrect or outdated
software) where communication lines may be broken or bad data is passed through
the system. This approach exploits the parallel processors of the CKBot with a
distributed voting scheme, to override bad data or modules with faulty sensors or
somehow faulty processors.
In particular, this chapter focuses on fault tolerant distributed control through
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collective decision making. By sharing information and making decisions as a group,
the system is more robust in the case of failures (in this work, IR communication
reception). Our basic approach is for a group of modules all observing one signal to
share the observed data and determine the best decision, even if some of the modules
have faulty IR receivers or communication failures. This method, known as triple
modular redundancy, was proposed by Von Neumann in the 1950’s and has since
been treated extensively to improve the reliability of digital systems [23].
The primary contribution of this work is a more robust, fault-tolerant modular
robot. As modular robotic systems become composed of increasingly many modules,
error handling becomes a crucial task. This chapter proposes a new way to handle
a few faulty modules with hardware or software errors within a larger group of
properly functioning modules. This method is demonstrated on a couple of CKBot
configurations and shown to be useful for accounting for the occasionally erratic IR
communication system.
We begin this chapter with an overview of related work in this area and statistical
motivation for our work, followed by a description of the experimental system and
software implementations, and conclude with experimental results, actual modes of
failure in the robot and algorithm design considerations for communication fault
tolerance.

4.1

Related Work

In the field of modular robotics, there has been a substantial amount of research on
distributed algorithms to demonstrate self-repair, self-assembly, and self-replication.
Perusing through the literature, one finds that the approaches are quite varied among
the different research groups. In this section, we set the stage for our work and
present a few of the approaches related to distributed control and fault tolerance of
modular robotic systems.
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In 2002, researchers from the Crystalline and M-TRAN projects collaborated
on work on a distributed algorithm for a generic type of cubic modular robot [2].
This paper presents a method for modular robot control using a set of cellular automata neighbor rules. Simulations of this algorithm show how the system handles
locomotion on flat surfaces and over simple obstacles. Distributed locomotion control is a similar feature between this work and ours; a distinction we make is the
demonstration of communication fault tolerance for a subset of modules that, if not
taken into account, would render the system useless. A modified version of our fault
tolerance redundancy check could be incorporated into the cellular automata routines. For instance, if module diagnostics (e.g., computational and communication
verification checks) were shared between modules, in addition to locomotion rules, a
configuration of modules could detect and resolve critical errors.
A different type of distributed locomotion method based on local message propagation was proposed and demonstrated on the CONRO modular robot [45]. Caterpillar, sidewinder, and rolling track gaits are achieved from neighbor-to-neighbor
synchronization commands. These messages spread and trigger individual module
motions based on locations within the overall structures. This is a similar feature
to the work we will present here where all modules in a configuration contain global
gait information but select particular motions based on positions in the structure.
Other common characteristics are gait synchronization and accountability of dropped
messages. For this CONRO robot experiment, an occasional missed message is not
critical as the next message will re-synchronize the out of phase modules. Key distinctions from this work are that modules in our experiment can handle chronically
missed messages, respond to external signals, and choose from a variety of gaits
based majority votes. Also inter-module message passing in our case is global-BUS
whereas for the CONRO work it is entirely local. A more recent publication from
the CONRO group [38] shows developments in the robot algorithm’s tolerance for
self-reconfiguration and selection of gaits based on local neighbor feedback without
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requiring unique module labels. An improvement our fault tolerant approach could
offer to this work is a method for inter-module data verification. In particular, if
modules in a CONRO configuration could check important features like gait synchronicity and configuration states with their neighbors, the overall system would be
more robust to timing problems and intermittently dropped or corrupted messages.
One feature of the fault tolerance we present here involves functional modules
overriding control of faulty ones. That is, if a module receives an incorrect command
that the majority of modules do not, the minority command is replaced with the majority decision and hence individual module commands are corrected by the majority.
With a similar philosophy, researchers at Johns Hopkins University presented a paper on cooperative diagnosis of faulty modules as a first step toward repair of these
broken units [20]. In this work, an off-board computer equipped with an overhead
camera observes the trajectories of two Lego Mindstorms robots programmed to roll
along a surface in circular motions. The computer uses the camera observations to
correct the motor control of the robots to adjust the trajectories toward pre-defined
states. The off-board computer is considered a member of the modular robotic system, so in this way, one module is diagnosing and repairing the control of another
module. Our experiments are different in that overriding control between modules is
reversible (not one way directed from PC to Lego robot) and is based on coordinated
group locomotion in the presence of communication faults instead of a convergence
toward optimized trajectories. An application of our work to this group’s approach
would be the integration of a complete inter-module check of states. This would
allow a greater level of system robustness and reduce the central dependence on the
sole observations of the off-board computer.
Yu and Nagpal at Harvard recently presented work on an environmentally adaptive modular robot [57]. In the experiments described, each modular unit in a
truss-like structure uses an accelerometer to adjust appendage length to keep the
horizontal truss levels parallel to the locally flat surface of the earth. Since each
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module adjusts itself according to its accelerometer observations, the robotic system
is completely distributed. This work is closely related to ours in that each module
observes a global signal (theirs: gravity, ours: IR signal) and the overall system behaves in a deterministic coordinated behavior without a centralized controller. The
key difference in our work is the sharing of the locally observed signals to decide
upon a majority action and override control on the minority modules with dissenting observations. In this way, our system tolerates a minority of sensory failures;
by contrast, if one module’s sensory input is faulty in the aforementioned approach,
then the system as a whole behaves in an unpredictable manner. A key improvement
to this environmentally adaptive robot would be an accelerometer redundancy check
between modules, similar to the IR redundancy check we will describe in this chapter.
That is, modules might share accelerometer readings with connected units so that
multiple observations can be taken into account for adjusting the robot tilt. The approach would be particularly relevant for situations where individual accelerometer
readings are significantly different from connected neighbors in a way that may not
be kinematically feasible; one resolution for this scenario might be to let the robot
adjust its own control based on some interpolation of the neighbor observations.

4.2

Statistical Advantage of Majority Based Decisions

It is intuitively understandable that when two or more processors in a modular robot
agree upon a globally observable signal this observation yields a greater confidence
than if just one processor observes the signal. It is also clear that a unanimous
decision amongst multiple modules would give the greatest confidence in an observation, but such a strict requirement becomes increasingly unlikely to obtain as the
number of modules increases, especially considering the non-negligible failure rates
of sensors and processors. In this section we present a simple model that quantifies
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these intuitions.
Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Overall Probability
0 : 1/4
0 : 1/4
0 : 1/4
1/64
0 : 1/4
0 : 1/4
1 : 3/4
3/64
0 : 1/4
1 : 3/4
0 : 1/4
3/64
0 : 1/4
1 : 3/4
1 : 3/4
9/64
1 : 3/4
0 : 1/4
0 : 1/4
3/64
1 : 3/4
0 : 1/4
1 : 3/4
9/64
1 : 3/4
1 : 3/4
0 : 1/4
9/64
1 : 3/4
1 : 3/4
1 : 3/4
27/64
Table 4.1: A list of all possible states and the corresponding probabilities for three
modules observing a message (observation : probability for each module). 1s denote
successful observations of the transmitted IR message and 0s denote incorrect or
missed observations. Module reliability is assumed to be 3/4.
To introduce the concept, consider any arbitrary configuration of three CKBot
modules. Also consider that each module in the system can observe external IR
signals on its receiver ports and that each module can communicate to one another
via CAN, as described in Chapter 2. Let us assume that each module has a reliability
ratio of 3/4, that is, on average, modules report a correct IR observation threefourths of the time (this is a conservative error ratio). Lastly, consider that the
modules receive one byte at a time and share each observation with each other via
CAN. Table 4.1 shows the possible outcomes and corresponding probabilities for the
three modules for each message received. A 1 denotes a successful observation of the
transmitted IR message and a 0 denotes an incorrect or missed observation.
Since we are only concerned with the number of correctly received messages
(not the order), Table 4.1 shows that the chance that three modules with a 3/4
reliability all incorrectly receive the wrong byte (or miss the message entirely) is
1/64. Similarly, the chance that the same modules receive one out of three messages
correctly is 3/64 + 3/64 + 3/64 = 9/64. Two out of three correct messages is more
probable with a 9/64 + 9/64 + 9/64 = 27/64 chance. The chance that all three
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modules receive the correct byte is also 27/64.
As expected, these probabilities tell us that when modules are fairly reliable, it
is more likely that the correct message can be determined from shared observations.
In particular, if only one processor’s vote were considered (centralized system), there
is a 75% chance of correct observation, whereas if a majority decision is considered,
there is a 27/64 + 27/64 = 54/64 ⇒ 84.4% chance of at least two out of three
modules making the correct observation. In addition, the likelihood of reaching the
2/3 simple majority decision is twice as great as the 42.2% strict requirement of
unanimously correct observations.
The binomial distribution [10] encapsulates this probability rule for the general
case:

P (k; n, p) =

n!
pk (1 − p)n−k
k!(n − k)!

(4.1)

where n is the total number of modules, k is the number of modules in observational
agreement, and p is the average reliability of the modules. However, since we are interested in the probability of success greater than some majority (i.e., the cumulative
distribution), we get

P (n, p) =

n
X
k=i

n!
pk (1 − p)n−k
k!(n − k)!

(4.2)

for all integers i > nm, where 0 ≤ m ≤ 1 is the majority ratio.
For the 7 module snake and 16 module quadruped configurations we describe
later in this section, we get the following majority consensus probabilities (taking
m = 1/2):

P (7, 3/4) =

7
X
k=4

P (16, 3/4) =

16
X
k=9

7!
(3/4)k (1 − 3/4)7−k = 0.929
k!(7 − k)!

(4.3)

16!
(3/4)k (1 − 3/4)16−k = 0.973,
k!(16 − k)!

(4.4)
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respectively.

4.3

IR Fault Tolerance Experimental System

As with the other experiments in this dissertation, the CKBot modular system as
described in Chapter 2 is used for demonstration of IR fault tolerance. In particular, we use seven module caterpillar and sixteen module quadruped configurations
constructed from CKBot units. Each module relies on its own processor for position
control, inter-module CAN communication, and IR data sensing.
Key features for this experimental system include:
• IR receivers on the module faces receive externally transmitted data,
• External boards with arrays of IR transmitter LEDs broadcast serial binary
signals,
• Modules share IR signals and vote on the majority observations,
• Algorithm is distributed and each module has identical software.
A fundamental hardware feature for this work, the IR LEDs have also been
used for local (neighbor-to-neighbor) communication, ground contact detection [41],
configuration recognition (Section 3.4), and docking detection (Section 5.2). Figures
4.1 and 4.2 show the two configurations illuminated by IR broadcasting boards used
for communication.

4.3.1

IR Broadcaster

In this work, configurations of CKBot modules receive commands from arrays of
high-intensity IR LEDs that blink commands in unison. In this way, modules can
individually receive IR messages and share their observations with one another via
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Figure 4.1: Seven module caterpillar receiving infrared (IR) signals from broadcasting boards. Digital camera in night vision mode captures the illuminated IR LEDs.

Figure 4.2: Sixteen module quadruped receiving IR signals from broadcasting boards.
In this scenario, the robot must make decisions in the presence of an additional
board which emits signals for commands that are different from those sent by the
broadcasting boards. Digital camera in night vision mode captures the illuminated
IR LEDs.
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the CAN. The particular data broadcasted from the IR transmitter boards is designated by a user at a PC which inputs commands through a simple graphical user
interface [33].
A reader familiar with IR signaling may have wondered why we chose to use
so many emitters in unison (instead of a few IR emitters similar to those used for
television remote controls). The answer is simply because the IR receivers on the
modules were designed primarily for module-to-module local communication and
very close proximity retro-reflective distance measurements. As such, large arrays
of LED emitters were used to produce the IR intensity required for the modules to
receive the transmitted data over the given range and distances.

4.4

Distributed IR Fault Tolerance

To demonstrate distributed fault tolerance, the CKBot system in this work is designed so that modules in a given configuration listen to globally broadcasted IR
signals and subsequently communicate with one another to decide on actions, even
in the presence of faulty modules. Experiments consist of configurations flooded
with IR signals from the environment. The modules use received data to share and
compare with all others in a given state. If a majority of modules agree on an
interpretation of the IR signal, the system as a whole chooses the action corresponding to the majority’s decision. In our work, actions are simple commands such as
“go forward,” “go backward,” “stop,” “turn,” “go limp,” etc. Experiments are performed on two configurations: a seven-module caterpillar structure (Fig. 4.1) and a
sixteen-module quadruped structure (Fig. 4.2).
A majority is needed for a configuration to decide on an action; therefore, up to
half of the modules in the system can be in error. Examples of errors include broken IR receivers, misinterpreted IR signals, dropped CAN messages, or any generic
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Figure 4.3: Three-module schematic of IR signal observation and subsequent sharing
of data between the modules. Modules 1 and 2 correctly receive the message as
“Walk,” where as module 3 incorrectly interprets the message as “Turn.” All modules
come to the same majority decision to “Walk.”
software or hardware error on modules that would affect the observation and sharing of IR data that does not disable global communications (including outdated or
incorrect software on some modules). We briefly discuss a couple of modes of failure
later in this section.
By accounting of the occasional error, the system as a whole is robust and tolerant
to certain hardware and software failures during the course of its runtime. Fig. 4.3
illustrates the basic idea behind this approach. Note that each module ends up with
the same list of observed votes, including each module’s own observations.
From a practical standpoint, we have found this implementation to be useful as
we have observed IR signals to be somewhat erratic. Since the IR receivers must
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convert the analog IR packets to binary pulses according to a certain baud rate,
it is common for bytes to be occasionally misinterpreted (e.g., 0b10011100 can be
confused with 0b10011110). Figure 4.4 shows a schematic example of IR data being
misinterpreted by a module receiver. Slowing the baud rate to widen the analog
inclines/declines with respect to the overall signal packet mitigates some of these
issues but does not solve them entirely (e.g., in our system we use the relatively slow
serial baud rate of 2400 bps, and these errors still occasionally occur).
Together with simple occasional hardware issues (burned out or broken off LEDs),
this fault tolerance scheme has demonstrated a level of robustness not possible with
only one IR communication path to configurations of modules. Figure 4.5 shows a
photograph of an IR receiver flaking off of its PCB surface mount. These were the
two most common IR communication errors.
Fig. 4.6 illustrates the fault tolerance state machine on each CKBot module’s
processor. To reiterate, the system as whole requires that a majority of the modules
agree on the same observed value. If less than half of the modules receive inconsistent
IR data, the system as a whole is not affected and the structure with this algorithm
can carry out its designated task.
Basic features of the algorithm to note are that:
1. All modules create a list of all other modules in the configuration.
2. Each module continually cycles through all 7 of its IR RX ports, so the sources
of data can come from any direction.
3. When an IR signal is received, each module shares this information with all
others.
4. All modules record the sightings of all other modules.
5. From the list of sightings, all modules compute a majority.
6. The module with the lowest ID synchronizes the steps for gaits.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic example of a module misinterpreting a serial IR byte due to
an analog to digital conversion error.
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Figure 4.5: Photograph of black IR receiver flaking off of its surface-mounted position.
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Select Gait
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Figure 4.6: Flow chart diagram of the processor state machine on each CKBot
module.
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7. The system as a whole continues with the decided action (“walk,” “turn,”
“stop,” etc.) until a new, different signal is broadcasted and a new majority is
computed.
With this algorithm, all CKBot modules in a given configuration have complete
knowledge of other modules in the system and also the data that all modules observe
from the IR beacons. Each module building the complete list of modules is possible
through the logging and ordering of ID heartbeats (as described in Chapter 2) that
all modules broadcast on the CAN. Since the heartbeat frequency is 1 Hz, we allow
two seconds after boot up to allow time for at least one heartbeat message from each
module to be broadcasted. Each module builds a module configuration list in the
span of these two initial seconds.
In a similar manner, the observations (individual votes) are also broadcasted from
each module upon IR sightings. When a module receives an IR signal, an interrupt
is triggered and the observation is broadcast on the CAN. All modules receive the
identical CAN message and store it in a list of ordered module votes.
Since no assumptions are made about the source locations of broadcasted messages, the modules are designed to handle incoming IR signals on any of its four
faces. In particular, each module cycles through its 7 ports to ensure that broadcasted messages from any direction are received (recall from Chapter 2 that the 7
TX and RX IR ports are multiplexed to the one pair of TX and RX USART pins on
each CKBot’s PIC processor). To allow sufficient time for guaranteed data reception,
each CKBot cyclically selects one of its seven ports for 200 ms at a time while the
broadcaster transmits 14 identical messages in series every 100 ms. In this way, each
of the IR receiver ports is selected for listening in a span of time when at least one
IR message is broadcasted.
Because the broadcasters are sending identical messages many times per second,
the modules only share their observations if a new IR signal is detected. Therefore,
the system will carry along its selected task only until a majority of new votes comes
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in and overrides the old majority decision. In this way, decisions are made on-the-fly
and the systems is tolerant and adaptable to data and hardware glitches during the
course of its runtime.
Once an action is selected, all modules locally have the same decision and the
system is ready to carry out its task as a unit. However, since the times to reach the
final decision may be off by up to half of a second, a coordinator module whose sole
purpose is to synchronize the time-critical steps of a gait (each module’s position
updates at a rate of 60 Hz) is designated. The coordinator broadcasts synchronized
“Go” commands on the CAN which all modules (including the coordinator itself) use
for well-timed position control. We choose the lowest ID in a given system of modules
to be the coordinator; this choice is arbitrary as the particular ID and module is not
significant. If a system’s coordinator module were swapped with another, then the
next lowest would take over as coordinator and the system would carry on seamlessly.
All that is required is that there be one coordinator, and this can be designated at
any time.
Modules that simply do not receive any IR signals because they do not have
access to the broadcasted signals are handled by the algorithm and are effectively
treated as faulty modules. The two “shoulder” torso modules in the quadruped (Fig.
4.2) are examples of this. All modules that either miss messages or receive erroneous
ones are overruled by a majority decision.
The issue of how individual modules know how to behave within the overall structure is determined by each module’s position in the group. In particular, the modules
are arranged in accordance with their unique IDs. Note that particular node IDs
are not significant, rather the virtual node IDs that are simply an ordered mapping
are useful here (i.e., actual IDs 0x12, 0x15, 0x23 mapped to virtual IDs 0x01, 0x02,
0x03, respectively). Recall that virtual node IDs are also used for ordering the rows
and columns of port adjacency matrices as described in Section 3.5. Each module
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Figure 4.7: Walking gait control table for the 16 module quadruped. Each module
contains this information and at runtime selects the appropriate column according
to its local position within the overall structure.
maintains a library of gaits in their local program memory and selects individual motion primitives from these gaits depending on their virtual ID. It is possible and may
be desirable to extend this approach to be isomorphic so that reordering of module
arrangements do not affect the overall motion of a given fault tolerant system, as
described in Chapter 3. Such a system would automatically map the position specific
gaits to relax the requirement from an ordered mapping to any isomorphic mapping
for known configurations.
As a side note, since all modules for this project have identical programs, we employ a CAN-driven programming scheme which re-flashes the program memory for all
modules in a system simultaneously [25]. This is in contrast to the more traditional
approach of re-programming each module individually and having a centralized controller have a distinct type of program. The network programming feature greatly
facilitated the development of the distributed fault tolerance algorithm.

4.4.1

System Gait Control

As mentioned earlier, modules select motion primitives from gait tables according to
their virtual node ID position within the system. For example, Fig. 4.7 shows the
gait control table for the walking configuration (Fig. 4.2) to move forward. Each
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module contains this gait information. In this table, the columns are associated
with modules in order of virtual node ID, the rows correspond to gait steps, and the
elements in each table correspond to the angle in degrees of the joint for that module
in joint space. For instance, if module 0x81 was second in the list of (0x77, 0x81,
0x92, ...) then module 0x81 would select the second column in Fig. 4.7 as its choice if
the majority action was to walk forward. Without this mapping procedure, a module
would select the wrong sequence of actions and move inappropriately, even if correct
majorities are reached. For example, if module 0x81 in the above quadruped example
were to select gaits from column three instead of column two, the robot would fall
instead of walk.
A zero element in the table corresponds to a module being straight. Once a
module knows where it is in the configuration, it uses one column of this table to
perform the gait. Should the modules be reconfigured, they would use a different
column corresponding to their new position in the configuration.

4.4.2

Experiments

To demonstrate distributed IR fault tolerance, we implemented the algorithm described in the previous section on the caterpillar and quadruped configurations. The
opposing IR broadcasting boards allow an approximately two-square-foot range in
which the caterpillar and quadruped can crawl. For monitoring the status of the
modules, we used a ZigBee wireless device that relays the various the inter-module
CAN messages to an off-board PC.
With a hand-held joystick controller, we mapped gait commands to the IR broadcasting boards, which the modules use to decide upon actions. An external handheld “jammer” IR broadcasting board as shown in Fig. 4.2 is introduced for the
quadruped configuration to intentionally add erroneous commands to the system.
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This jammer board sends commands different from those sent by the main broadcasting boards, thereby occasionally confusing a subset of modules within the configuration. With this additional device, we are able to verify and test the efficacy of
the majority function routines in the modules.
An action “weighting” system was also implemented in which the number of modules in agreement scaled the amplitude of the corresponding actions. For instance,
if only five modules in the quadruped observe the command “walk” with all others
seeing nothing, the system executes the walk gait at 5/16ths the full speed and motion amplitude of the “walk” gait. As more modules confirm the same observation,
the action is scaled upward accordingly. Note that for this experiment the majority
threshold is not rigidly locked at 1/2; rather the number of modules in agreement is
reflected in the enthusiasm in choice of action.
Videos of this work in action can be found online at the ModLab webpage [25].
As expected, the robots were sensitive to orientation with respect to the broadcasting boards. For instance, Fig. 4.8 shows the number of correctly received and
missed IR messages versus angular position for the “limp” command. Note that for
the limp command we use the byte 0xF F (binary 0b11111111) and 0 ◦ corresponds to
the quadruped torso parallel to the two stationary broadcasting boards. The graph
shows an expected periodic pattern where 13 of the 16 modules correctly receive
the command within a roughly 30 ◦ deviation from parallel or anti-parallel to the
broadcasting boards. As mentioned earlier, the reason for the 3 modules missing
the signals is because 3 of the 4 torso modules are not exposed to the IR signals in
this configuration (refer to Fig. 4.2). The dotted line in Fig. 4.8 shows the number
of missed messages for the limp command with respect to angular position. Since
no messages are misinterpreted for this command, the number of missed messages is
simply the difference between the total number of modules in the configuration and
the subset of modules that correctly receive the messages. The couple of modules
that correctly receive the messages around the perpendicular orientations (90 ◦ and
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270 ◦ ) are attributable to those end torso modules that have IR ports exposed to the
broadcasting boards in these states.

Similarly, Fig. 4.9 shows the number of correctly received and missed IR messages
versus angular position for the “stop” command. Note that for the stop command
we use the byte 0xEE (binary 0b11101110) and 0 ◦ corresponds to the quadruped
torso parallel to the two stationary broadcasting boards. The graph shows a similar
periodic pattern corresponding to the limp command (Fig. 4.8). For this stop
command, however, the IR messages are sometimes misinterpreted, especially at
glancing angles around 45 ◦ and at dead-on parallel and perpendicular positions as
shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. The reason for the incidence of incorrect observations
for the 0xEE byte can be attributed to an increased sensitivity to misinterpret the
broadcasted data as something different but closely related. For instance, 0xF F is
not as likely to be confused with any other signal since all of the bits in this byte
are high; whereas, 0xEE has two 0 bits whose placement may be misinterpreted
by the CPU which may read 0b11101110 as 0b11011101 (bit shift) or 0b11101111 (0
bandwidth too narrow), or something similar, especially at glancing angles. Figure
4.4 described earlier shows a general schematic of this effect. The inverse spikes at the
precisely parallel and perpendicular orientations are similarly attributable to errors
in bit detection (likely from over-saturation due to strong IR intensity at dead-on
IR receiver positions). Ultimately, the sensitivity of the IR hardware is accountable
for the analog-to-digital conversion error; this fault tolerant method allows for a
manageable amount of hardware inaccuracy, as hoped.

Lastly, we note that the turning commands are useful for the quadruped configuration, as it allows a user the ability to control the robot to stay within orientations
where the majority of modules can correctly receive the various IR messages.
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Figure 4.8: Correctly received (solid) and missed IR messages (dashed) versus angular position for the “limp” command. Note that for the limp command we use the
byte 0xF F (binary 0b11111111) and 0 ◦ corresponds to the quadruped torso parallel
to the two stationary broadcasting boards.
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Figure 4.9: Correctly received (solid) and missed IR messages (dashed) versus angular position for the “stop” command. Note that for the stop command we use the
byte 0xEE (binary 0b11101110) and 0 ◦ corresponds to the quadruped torso parallel
to the two stationary broadcasting boards.
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Figure 4.10: Correctly received (solid) and misinterpreted IR messages (dashed)
versus angular position for the “stop” command. Note that for the stop command
we use the byte 0xEE (binary 0b11101110) and 0 ◦ corresponds to the quadruped
torso parallel to the two stationary broadcasting boards. Also note the increased
occurrence of misinterpreted signals around glancing angles (45 ◦ , 135 ◦ , etc.) and
dead-on positions (0 ◦ , 90 ◦ , etc.).
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4.5

Algorithm Design Considerations

An observer of this work may wonder why a majority decision approach is chosen
to demonstrate fault tolerance. An alternative would be for a module that fails to
receive an IR message to ask its neighbors what they saw. However, this approach
does not work in larger systems where communication lines (IR or wireless, if chosen) may be out of scope in patches. That is, if one module in a section within a
system asks its neighbors what they saw, the neighbors themselves have not seen any
message. It is possible for this message querying to propagate until a module reports
an IR message, but then, what if this data is incorrect due to a noisy receiver? In
short, we believe our approach to be more general than fault handling through local
messaging. With majority certainty, within the entire system, each module makes
its decision with high confidence and simplicity.
Also, the line-of-sight requirement for this IR system is specific to demonstrate
the algorithm developed. Collective decision-making is, of course, not limited to
IR systems. One can readily incorporate the same approach for systems where
individual processors within a system all may observe the same data.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the environmentally adaptive modular robot uses
individual accelerometers in each of its modules to detect the direction of gravity, and
consequently, adjust itself to provide flat surfaces on uneven terrain [57]. However,
if any one of the sensors is faulty, the overall robotic structure will likely be affected
in an unintended manner. If the modules in the environmentally adaptive robot are
given the capability to communicate with one another, the robot could apply our
fault tolerant method to override the occasional faulty accelerometer. In particular,
if one module in the center of other modules were to give a gravity reading that is
drastically inconsistent with its neighbors’ readings (or not physically conceivable
given the robot kinematics), the neighboring modules could interpolate its sensor
readings to overrule the inconsistent module’s control.
Similarly, camera systems as implemented on various modular robotic systems
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(e.g., [22], [27], [55]) are well-suited for this modular redundancy fault tolerance.
Instances where modules are equipped with cameras to observe their common environment can use redundant visual information to provide more reliable localization
information and more robust guided locomotion.
A benefit of this distributed algorithm is that both computation and number
of messages scales with the number of modules in a configuration (N-modular redundancy). Though each modules sends a few messages per decision reached, the
number of messages increases only with the number of modules for larger systems.
Therefore, we believe this method is quite suitable for large systems.
A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is a common method to help robustness in
communications. It is a method that detects errors in transmission; however, in
the case where there is no acknowledgement (as in the quadruped control example),
there is no means to ask for a resend. Our method acts as an error correction in
addition to error detection.
Generalizing this algorithm to modular systems with no IDs is possible. One
way is to use configuration topologies to distinguish modules, as no two modules
can occupy the same position at the same time in a connectivity graph. However,
distinguishing features must be used to disambiguate symmetries. For instance, if
modules with no IDs are used to find a majority over a wireless network, they might
first use neighbor connectivity to determine what kind of modules they could be;
afterward, the modules would add signatures on messages, such as “Leg module,”
“Foot module,” and so on to determine precise locations within structures.
Quantifying levels of reliability poses interesting questions. How confident should
the system be in correctness of messages? What is an optimal level of confidence
threshold for a modular robotic system? The percent majority determines the threshold of a system’s fault tolerance; choosing this value most likely depends on the tasks
and environmental conditions on hand.
In the limiting case where all modules in a configuration are required to see the
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same signal and 100% agreement is required, there is no effective fault tolerance and
the system is as delicate as a centralized controller. Just one faulty IR receiver and
the system is paralyzed. However, 100% agreement greatly boosts confidence if a
decision of action is fact reached.
In some cases, only one module in a system needs to see a signal, and this may
be sufficient. In this other limiting case, there is again no effective fault tolerance, as
the system may have numerous conflicting votes from modules and the system is at a
loss to determine which one to choose. However, the system has the added advantage
that only one module is required to communicate correctly, which is superior to the
requirement that one designated module that must communicate properly or else
the whole system fails.
So clearly the limiting cases of one or all for majority decisions are not useful
for fault tolerance. One interesting majority is the at least 2/3 majority, which
guarantees Byzantine fault tolerance [21]. This scenario gives a deeper level of fault
tolerance in that the network messages are checked to determine if a subset of modules is intentionally sending confusing data. For example, in a Byzantine system
applied to our experiment, all modules would iteratively ask one another what they
heard from all the others. If less than one third of the modules contained viruses and
were programmed to lie about their IR observations, the non-virus-infected modules
would still be able to determine what the original broadcasted message was and
choose the correct course of action. In this way, the system would still determine
a majority, even in the presence of erroneous shared messages. This approach is
quite interesting; however, it is quite computationally and bandwidth intensive as
the number of inter-module messages scales as factorial with respect to the number of modules the system. There are, however, practical methods to improve this
scaling which may be worth pursuing for modular robotic systems [5].
Table 4.2 summarizes the various advantages and disadvantages for the aforementioned types of majorities used for modular redundancy fault tolerance.
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An interesting possibility for future work on this project would be taking the
correlation of dissenting votes into account. That is, intuition tells us that a 3/5ths
majority consensus with two distinct dissenting votes gives a higher level of confidence in an IR observation than if the same majority had two identical dissenting
votes. Considering the Hamming distances of the dissenting votes with respect to
each other and the majority observations may also give further insight into diagnosing the type and severity of errors. Accounting for such elements would help gauge
the confidence in the majority decision making processes.

4.6

Conclusions for Modular Fault Tolerance

In this chapter we described a model for modular robotic fault tolerance and demonstrated it on the CKBot system for caterpillar and quadruped configurations. In
this approach, we allowed modules to share observations so that they could all vote
on actions to take corresponding to the globally broadcasted IR signals. This allows
fully functional modules to override erroneous observations of the individuals to select robust actions, tolerant to chronic and intermittent errors in data. The binomial
distribution is shown to give a measure of the statistical advantage in majority decisions for this approach and some common modes of IR communication failure are
Number of
modules used
for Decision
1
1/2
2/3
ALL

Type of
Agreement

Advantages

Disadvantages

Centralized

Need just one correct signal

Simple
Majority
Byzantine
Agreement
Complete
Consensus

Fairly high confidence
in agreement
Tolerates intentionally incorrect
inter-module messages
Highest confidence in decision
choice

If single vote faulty, whole
system fails
Ad-hoc majority
Bandwidth intensive; not
required for most systems
Just one broken module and
whole system fails

Table 4.2: Summary of the limiting and special cases for majority decision making
with modular redundancy fault tolerance.
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identified and discussed. We have found this model of fault tolerance to be practical
and readily applicable to modular robotic systems with a global communication bus
as a method to detect and correct small errors in large configurations.
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Chapter 5
Self-reassembly After Explosion
Two decades after the introduction of modular robotics, some of the leading researchers in the field came together and reviewed the various research activities as
well as defined some of the challenges and opportunities for progress of modular
robots [54]. An overarching theme in this discussion of challenges is independence
and robustness: self-repairing, self-sustaining, self-replication, and self-extension
were cited as some of the goals. A small amount of progress in this work has been
made as of this date and work continues toward these advancements.
In this chapter, we present some of the inner workings of a self-repairing robotic
system called Self-reassembly After Explosion (SAE) with CKBot. In particular,
our discussion will focus on the integrated communication hierarchy and reassembly
sequence planning. A full, general presentation of the work can be found here [55]
and a more in-depth discussion of the camera localization work can be found here
[48].
The communication and control structure we will present is readily applicable
to many systems with similar, common hardware features such as accelerometers,
IR communication, smart cameras, and simple motors for motion. The primary
contribution of the work here is the demonstration of a model system for organizing
and controlling a complex robot that can reassemble itself after a random, destructive
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event.
Self-reassembly after an explosive event is a phenomenon that does not occur
often in nature, as we know that statistical thermodynamics tells us that things tend
toward disorder, and once disordered, it is unlikely for the disordered system to return
to its original state. Biological systems resist this disorder while alive, and when
recoverable, require relatively high amounts of energy to return the state of order.
The more general scenario is for things to become disordered and the constituent
parts become dispersed into parts of other systems (decomposition/metabolism, mass
from star explosions and gravity).
If a system is able to reform after disassembly, sometimes it is desirable for it to
break apart during an unexpected, destructive event. The energy dissipated from
the breaking of bonds absorbs some of the energy of the destructive force. Examples
of this include car bumpers that crumple upon impact, absorbing some of the shock
of impact and ski boot bindings that come apart to avoid human injury from a fall.
In this work, we apply the concept of structured disassembly and self-reassembly
to our CKBot system to demonstrate robustness of a modular robotic system. To
demonstrate this, the CKBot is shown to recover from an interruptive, destructive
event. Figure 5.1 shows an example sequence of events. In summary, a walking
configuration is suddenly kicked into three separate pieces. The three clusters orient
themselves and find one another with cameras. The clusters then proceed to move
toward one another and reconnect at the magnetic bonding joints. Once reconnected,
the structure stands up again and continues its original task of walking.
During the sequence of events, the modules all require communication and coordinated control based on various inputs from each other the environment. In this
chapter, we discuss how our system incorporates the various inputs into its control
loop as well as how the system communicates at all points in its runtime.
Achieving this work required integration of many technical aspects for CKBot,
notably the smart camera, docking magnetic faces, controller sub-modules (also used
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Figure 5.1: Three piece Self-reassembly After Explosion (SAE). a) kick to midsection,
b) resulting three clusters of modules strewn randomly, c) clusters self-right and dock,
d) system stands up, e) system resumes walking. Photos courtesy Jimmy Sastra.
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in the configuration recognition work as described in Chapter 3), IR communication,
as well as the CAN protocol within clusters and low-level module control. Many of
these technical features will be described. In the following section, we discuss some
related research.

5.1

Related Work

From the introduction of the first modular robots, a significant portion of modular
robotics research has been devoted to self-repair. The analogy to organism organization on the cellular level lends modular robots to be used in studies of self-repair.
In essence, various researchers have studied related aspects of self-assembly and
achieved several of the elements described in self-repair.
In 1994, researchers at AIST in Japan introduced a self-assembling and selfrepairing modular system [28]. Composed of identical triangular units equipped
with on-board processors, Fracta modules connect to one another with switchable
electromagnets and follow simple sets of instructions on how to assemble based on
local connectivity rules. Fracta modules communicate neighbor-to-neighbor with IR
signals and are able to rotate with respect to one another (on a flat surface) with
magnetic forces. Key features of this work are that the algorithm is distributed
and all modules control how to connect to one another in a system based on the
same set of rules. Fracta also demonstrates self-repair in the context of a connected
system: if a module is detected to be non-responsive (broken), it is cut off from the
connected configuration and a new Fracta module is introduced to replace it. The
work we will present here is distinct from this in that our system self-repairs after a
destructive event that disconnects the modular system. Camera-guided locomotion
and multi-step sequences for self-assembly are also distinguishing features.
One of the key features of our self-reassembly experiments is the reattachment
of modular parts after disassembly and guided navigation. In our work, the docking
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is magnetic and the connected components confirm this connection with IR signals,
as we will discuss later in this chapter. Researchers at the University of Southern
California demonstrated IR guided docking with their CONRO robots in 2001 [42].
Using IR transmitters and receivers as guidance, CONRO was shown to be able to
successfully dock when aligned at close range. The connection is held fixed with locking pins and disconnection is made possible with shape memory alloy (SMA) wires
that release connection tabs. After docking, the connected component was shown
to recognize its new configuration and carry out a different gait, more suitable for
the larger structure. This is similar to our configuration recognition work presented
earlier, however, without the feature of configuration isomorphism. The docking
feature we use in self-reassembly is also similar in that the connected components
communicate through IR; however, the our work is different in that the docking can
be far range, started from more general initial conditions, and is guided using smart
cameras rather than IR components.
Another type of robotic system that shares the characteristics of having modules
that can move independently and also as a connected group is called Swarmbot [26].
Developed at École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne in 2005, Swarmbots have
the notable abilities to roll around on surfaces and connect to one another with
special grippers. These grippers are also used to grasp objects and move them, as
shown in a video where 35 Swarmbots pull a child across a room floor. The idea
of having independent mobile modules which connect to groups of larger modules is
similar to the work we will present here; however, a key difference is that our work
is designed to be robust to disassembly after a high-energy event and focuses on
reassembly methods as a feature of self-repair.
In 2004 Støy and Nagpal presented a method for self-repair in the context of
modular robots [44]. This work shows a way for cubic modules to approximate
shapes by reconfiguring to fill the volume of a desired goal structure. Simulations
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of modules reconfiguring to fill the volumes CAD models was shown to work following a gradient-based method to move modules into empty spaces. This type
of self-repair through reconfiguration is interesting in terms of its scale (both the
numbers of modules simulated and numbers of moves required were on the order of
tens-of-thousands). Our work shares the idea of converging toward a goal configuration, without any gradient-based path planning but with the ability for physical
connections/disconnections after perturbation of a desired configuration.
Vision-guided locomotion is central to our approach for the self-reassembly experiments. A similar method for camera-based docking in the M-TRAN modular robot
was introduced by Murata et al. in 2007 [27]. This work introduces a special module
with a pinhole camera that is integrated into a cluster of standard, non-camera MTRAN modules. The method for docking using cameras incorporates LED emitters
from other non-camera modules. Using observed distances between LED emitters,
the camera module determines distance and orientation with simple trigonometric
calculations. When close, the camera assembly of modules configures into a “docking” structure for positional error correction and to guide the approaching cluster
of modules into a precise location for successful docking. This work is related to
the localization feature of the work we present here; in our approach the methods
for distance and angle orientation are based on pixel size and degree off-center between cameras with unique LED blinking patterns instead of geometric scale factors
derived from LED distance measurements.
A couple of other research groups have presented work on self-replicating robots,
inspired by concepts from self-reproducing automata pioneered by Penrose [34] and
von Neumann [49] a half-century ago. The molecube robot from Cornell University showed self-reproduction of modular robot [60]. In this work, a pillar of four
molecube modules recreates another pillar by picking up other modules from “feeding” locations and stacking them into a configuration identical to itself. In a similar approach, a group at Johns Hopkins University used Lego Mindstorms kits to
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demonstrate self-replication of a track-following robot with parts for duplicate assembly placed at points along winding tracks [22]. This group also describes a way
to quantify the state of disorder in their self-replicating system, borrowing the concept of entropy from statistical thermodynamics. The connection mechanisms for
both of these robots is attributed to permanent magnets, as is also the case in our
self-reassembly demonstrations. The related concepts of self-replication and selfassembly place these works in a context similar to the work we will present here; a
key feature that is different in the implementation of these concepts is their use of
structured environments to introduce parts for self-replication versus our localizing
and reassembling of original robot parts exploded into random positions.

5.2

Self-reassembly System

The self-reassembly robot is built using the CKBot modular system, as described in
Chapter 2. In this section, we briefly describe additional features tailored for this
work.
The self-reassembly robot is made up of three identical clusters of modules. Figure 5.2 shows a photograph of one of these clusters. Each cluster is, in some sense,
a self-contained unit equipped with:
• Four CKBot modules (three U-Bar types and one L7 type, as described in
Chapter 2) for general locomotion and sensing inter-cluster connections;
• One sub-module controller for the central processing of the cluster and the
connected robot as a whole;
• One smart camera assembly for sensing other clusters’ relative positions;
• One LED for broadcasting the cluster position (inside the camera assembly
box);
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Figure 5.2: One self-reassembly cluster made up of four CKBot modules, smartcamera module, submodule controller, and magnetic face attachments. Photo courtesy Jimmy Sastra.
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• One three-axis accelerometer for detecting the cluster position with respect to
gravity (also inside the camera assembly box);
• Four magnet-faces (two for each of the end modules) to allow for docking and
inter-cluster communication via IR;
• Two 12V lithium-polymer batteries connected in series for providing power to
all components;
• One DC-to-DC converter that converts 24V to 6V power required for all the
modules.
All components within each cluster are physically connected with screws and electrically connected with 20-pin headers. Therefore, all components within each cluster
communicate via the CAN-bus. The structured disassembly joints are the magnetic
face plates that connect clusters together. These bonds are strong enough for the
robot’s tasks of bi-pedal walking and reassembly sequence, but are weak enough to
disconnect upon impact from a swift kick. An important feature of these magnet
faces is that they allow magnetically connected modules from different clusters to
communicate with one another via the IR ports. This communication link allows
processors between clusters to talk with one another.

5.3

SAE Communication Hierarchy

The control structure for the self-reassembly robot is centralized with various sensor
input and output commands that employ the various communication media. This
structure is general and adaptable to other modular robots with similar communication systems, such as those described in Section 1.1. The overall design of this
communication scheme is based on interfacing of distinct global networks with IR
and smart cameras to create a connected modular robotic unit. Modular robots that
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change their connectivity throughout runtime, such as CONRO [3] and M-TRAN
[29] can apply this communication hierarchy to their reconfigurable systems.
Figure 5.3 shows a sample image from the perspective of a camera module that
detects two other clusters. In this configuration, all three SAE clusters are disjoined
and in the process of localizing with respect to one another to plan locomotion for
reassembly. In this section, we describe the hierarchical communication system that
the robot uses throughout the reassembly sequence.
The general structure for the SAE robot is simple: three physically identical
clusters (as described in the previous section) that can move around independently
and can connect magnetically to each other at the ends to form a bipedal robot that
stands and walks. Figure 5.4 depicts the overall connected structure for the robot.
Note the cluster designations:
• Torso with modules T1-T4; Camera module TC;
• Left Leg with modules L1-L4; Camera module LC;
• Right Leg with modules R1-R4; Camera module RC;
• End Modules L4 and R4 can communicate with T4 through IR ports 3 and 5
when connected, providing the inter-cluster communication link.
There are three primary means of communication for the SAE robot. Within clusters, communication is entirely through CAN, with the various components sending
messages on the global bus. Between clusters, the robot communicates with the
smart camera/LED system when disjoined, and with the IR TX/RX LEDs when
magnetically docked.
Figure 5.5 depicts the communication between the Torso and Left leg clusters.
The component labels T1-T4, TC, L1-L4, and LC correspond to those described
earlier and shown in Figure 5.4. This schematic shows how the submodule controllers
are at the center of all input and output commands within clusters.
In summary, the inputs to each controller include:
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Figure 5.3: A view of two CKBot clusters from a camera module. The wide angle
fisheye lens covers almost 120 degrees. Photo courtesy Babak Shirmohammadi.
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of the connected SAE Robot. Torso, Left and Right cluster
Modules are labeled 1 − 4; Camera modules are labeled TC, LC, and RC. Modules
L4 and R4 can communicate with T4 through IR ports 3 and 5.
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Figure 5.5: Self-reassembly communication structure schematic between the Torso
and Left leg clusters. Labels T1-T4 refer to the modules in the Torso cluster, and
TC refers to the Torso cluster camera. Designations for modules in the Left leg
cluster are analogous (L1-L4, LC). All communication within clusters is via CAN;
communication between clusters occurs with Camera (after Camera LED sighting)
and IR (after physically docking).
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• From camera: distances and angles to other clusters;
• From accelerometer in camera module: pitch and roll of cluster with respect
to gravity (for self-righting and standing up);
• From end modules (T4, L4): inter-cluster messages transmitted between endmodules’ IR ports (for confirming connections and coordinating joined cluster
locomotion).
Outputs from the controller include:
• To LED on camera: identification blinking pattern. Each camera on each
cluster has a unique blinking pattern used for searching and guided locomotion
towards docking for clusters. Blinking pattern also changes as reassembly
sequence progresses. For instance, the Torso camera will blink a new pattern
after it has confirmed successful docking with one of the legs, indicating to the
other leg that it is partially assembled and ready for the next docking.
• To end module: requests for connection confirmation when close to docking
state; after successful docking, Torso controller sends inter-cluster relay message to other controller in leg cluster to coordinate locomotion for sequential
docking, standing, and walking.
• To all modules: position commands for local cluster gait control.
Note the hierarchy of controller submodules. The Torso controller orchestrates
the overall control of the system with gait synchronization and update commands
to the Left and Right leg controllers. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the sequence
of messages during inter-cluster docking and subsequent execution of the bipedal
standing gait. Note that the end modules in both the Torso and Leg clusters are
given the corresponding Virtual IDs 0x04 corresponding to Figure 5.4. This ID mapping allows the clusters to know where they are connected to each other regardless of
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specific Node ID when communicating through IR. Also, the end modules communicate which port they observe a connection to tell the controllers how (what specific
orientation) they are connected to each other. For example, when T4 receives an
IR signal 0x04 on it RX Port 0x03, it relays this information to the controller as
0x354 : 0x04 0x03 meaning “CAN ID 54, I have received the data 0x04 (an end
module connection) through my Port 3.” The CAN message prefix 0x3yy (where
yy is the specific module ID) is simply an identifier used by the modules to distinguish the messages as inter-cluster relay messages (as opposed to position control or
feedback messages).
Additionally, some specific commands are used by the controllers to end modules.
The CAN message 0x3yy : 0x08 (where yy is the end module’s ID) is a command
that tells the end module to blink its Virtual ID (e.g., 0x04) on all of it seven IR TX
ports to initiate and confirm an inter-cluster connection. Some other commands not
included in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 (omitted for clarity and brevity) are 0x09 (set your
Virtual ID to 1), 0x0A (set your Virtual ID to 4), 0xzz (Where zz is a hexadecimal
digit from 0x0B to 0xF F that corresponds to specific gait selection codes (i.e.,
“Stand Up”= 0x15, “Turn Right 10◦ ”=0x22, etc.)).
Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 contain only a segment of the complete self-reassembly
cycle. Similar control and feedback loops between the controllers and peripheral
devices (camera processor, camera LED, accelerometer) are integrated into the communication structure.
Distance measurements are interpreted from number of pixels detected to be
blinking from the viewpoint of each camera. Figure 5.6 shows a sample mapping
of distance to number of pixels, used to derive a function and calibrate the camera’s distance measurement. A similar method is used to calibrate cameras to angle
detection offset from the center axis.
Note that although the all the clusters are physically identical, the software within
them are specialized for the roles within the self-reassembly system. This structure
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Robot Component
Example CAN
IDs
Corresponding
Virtual IDs
Communication
Connections
Entering
Docking
Mode
Torso Searching for Connection

Torso
troller
0x54

Con-

Torso CAN

Torso
Module
0xA1

End

Leg End Module
0xB2

0x04

0x04

Torso CAN, IR
TX/RX

Leg CAN,
TX/RX

IR

Leg Controller
0x44

Leg CAN

CAN msg from
Camera: “Leg is
close enough for
docking”
CAN msg to
End
Module:
“Blink
your
Virtual
ID
on all Ports”
0x3A1 : 0x08
IR TX on all
ports: “I’m an
End Module” IR
TX: 0x04
IR RX Port 5:
“Message from
an End Module”
IR RX: 0x04
CAN msg to
Controller:
“Connected to
an End Module
through
Port
3” 0x312
:
0x04 0x03

Leg
Receiving
Search
Message
Leg End Module CAN Message Relay

CAN msg from
End
Module:
“Connected to
another Cluster
through Port 3”

Table 5.1: First part of the self-reassembly docking confirmation sequence via IRCAN relay messaging. This section of the cycle contains inter-cluster communication
initialization.
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Robot Component
Leg
End
Module Confirming Connection

Torso
troller

Con-

Torso
Module

End

Leg End Module

Leg Controller
CAN msg to
End
Module:
“Blink
your
Virtual
ID
on all Ports”
0x3B2 : 0x08

IR TX Port 3:
“I’m an End
Module” IR TX:
0x04
IR RX on Port
3: 0x04

Torso Receiving Confirmation

CAN msg to
Controller:
“Confirmation
Received” 0x311 :
0x04 0x03

Robot Assembly Starts to
Stand Up

CAN msg from
End
Module;
Inter-Cluster
Connection
Confirmed
CAN msg from
Accelerometer:
“Pitch is about
0 ◦ ,”
Select
Stand Gait
CAN msg to
End
Module:
“Select
Stand
Gait”
CAN msg to
all Modules in
Cluster: “Start
Stand Gait”

Table 5.2: Second part of the self-reassembly docking confirmation sequence and
inter-cluster gait coordination via IR-CAN relay messaging. This section of the
cycle includes leg docking confirmation and self-righting stages.
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Robot Component
Torso
End
Module
Relays
Stand
Gait Selection

Torso
troller

Con-

Torso
End
Module
CAN msg from
Controller “Select Stand Gait”

Leg End Module

Leg Controller

IR TX on all
Ports:
“Select
Stand Gait” IR
TX: 0x15
IR RX on Port
3: “Select Stand
Gait”
CAN msg to
Controller:
“Select
Stand
Gait” 0x3B2 :
0x15 0x03
CAN msg from
End
Module:
“Select
Stand
Gait”
CAN msg to All
Modules: “Start
Stand Gait”

Leg Controller
Receives
Command
Leg Controller
Commands
Modules
in
Cluster

Table 5.3: Third part of the self-reassembly docking confirmation sequence and
inter-cluster gait coordination via IR-CAN relay messaging. This section of the
cycle includes coordination for assembled bipedal walking between the torso and left
leg.
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Figure 5.6: Sample data of pixels versus distance used to calibrate a camera. Dots
denote pixel measurements and line denotes fitted function: P (x) = 212 ln(x) +
6.46x + 1990/x − 568.
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is not a requirement, and we will later discuss generalizing this system to allow
clusters to be fully interchangeable to be both hardware and software symmetric. In
the following section, we discuss in more detail how the controllers use the inputs to
control the clusters and carry out the reassembly sequence.

5.4

Reassembly Control Sequence

With the various input and output communication lines in place, as described in the
previous section, it is up to the submodule controllers to organize the data and guide
the modular system throughout the walking, explosion, orientation, and reassembly
sequence. In particular, the controllers use a state machine to direct modules in the
clusters to accomplish the various tasks required in each given situation.
The system state machine for self-reassembly is based on a synchronized guidance
of modular robotic clusters toward a goal configuration and task. This principal of
cooperative convergence of reassembly is general and applicable to numerous modular
robotic systems that may require inter-module coordination between disjoined and
connected states, such as Swarmbots [26] and Catoms [19].
Figure 5.7 shows the basic schematic for the state machine program on the torso
submodule controller. This diagram summarizes the cycle of actions that the controller on the torso cluster directs during the robot runtime. In the following walkthrough of the reassembly sequence, we refer to the pictures (a-e) in Figure 5.1 to
compare with sections of the diagram in Figure 5.7. A narrated video of this sequence
is also available online [25].
First, we start with the three clusters assembled, upright, and walking (picture a).
This state corresponds the right section of the schematic where the torso controller
has confirmed both leg connections and the accelerometer in the camera module
tells it that the clusters are upright (pitch is between 45 ◦ and 135 ◦ ). In this state,
the controller sends walk commands to both the modules in its own cluster, and the
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Figure 5.7: State machine schematic for the torso submodule self-reassembly controller. The sequence is a closed-loop cycle and this controller receives inputs from
the camera, accelerometer, and the leg controllers via the IR connection on its end
module.
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controllers in the other clusters via the CAN-IR-CAN relay sequence through the end
modules. The leg controllers take care of the lower-level gait commands for modules
within their cluster; the torso controller’s main function here is to coordinate the
timing of overall motion.
After the swift kick to the robot’s midsection, the system ends up in the state
picture b, with the clusters randomly strewn apart on the ground. This brings
the controller to the left section of the state machine. Here, the controller has no
confirmed connections to other clusters and first checks to see its orientation with
respect to the ground. If the accelerometer reports that the module roll is less
than −45 ◦ or greater than 45 ◦ , the controller instructs the modules to perform a
self-righting gait to be in a camera-up position to communicate with other clusters’
cameras and to be able to move about.
Next, the controller checks with the camera module to see it it has seen any
other clusters. As mentioned in the previous section, the camera reports sightings as
number of pixels and angle offset of another cluster’s LED blink pattern with respect
the camera center axis. If the camera does not report any sightings, the controller
instructs the cluster to rotate in place randomly until another cluster LED is spotted.
When another cluster has been spotted, the torso aligns itself and moves toward
the leg cluster to dock. This step corresponds to picture c and schematic step 3 in
the Start Search section. Here, the torso and leg clusters have detected each other,
and both are moving to try to dock. The distance is too far to dock (r Target > r
Threshold ) so the clusters turn and move toward each other, checking and updating
their respective orientations along the way. When the cameras have reported that
they are close enough to try to dock (r Target < r Threshold ), the controller directs
a delicate docking gait to try to have the magnets of the end module faces connect
(step 4 to Dock state in the diagram). This docking procedure is very sensitive to the
camera calibration and cluster body geometry and in practice occasionally required
a few tries for successful magnetic docking.
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After successful docking, the end modules of the connected clusters send IR
signals back and forth through the IR ports to confirm the connection (as described
in the earlier section). Once this confirmation has taken place, the controller now
switches its LED signal to indicate to the other leg module that it has already
connected to one leg and is ready for the next docking. The connected leg cluster
now follows turning gait commands from the torso controller (via CAN-IR-CAN relay
signals) to align and prepare docking with the other leg. The same target/threshold
comparison and docking procedure as described is repeated between the torso/leg
combination and other leg cluster. Picture c shows the system approaching last
docking state.
When the torso controller has confirmed both leg cluster connections, it is ready
to command the system to stand upright and walk again. At first, the accelerometer
will report that the system is lying flat on the ground (pitch between −45 ◦ and
45 ◦ ) and the controller will command the system to carry out its standing up gait
(picture d). It continues this until the gait is complete and torso has confirmed
that it is upright (pitch between 45 ◦ and 135 ◦ ). The system is now in its original
configuration and reenters its original walking routine (picture e). The reassembly
cycle is complete and prepared for another explosive event.
Control for the corresponding leg controllers is similar to the above description
with the key difference that during the connected states, it receives instead of sends
gait step commands for locomotion (the torso acts as the coordinator).
For this iteration of the reassembly experiments (recent developments are described the following section), approximately 40 trials were conducted with 7 fully
successful sequences. Each cycle took approximately 6-7 minutes from the initial explosive kick to full reassembly, standing and walking. Throughout the development of
these trials, various system parameters were adjusted incrementally to advance the
system toward greater robustness and reliability. For example, individual camera
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distance and angle measurements were re-calibrated to improve localization information for the position-sensitive docking phases. Various heuristic error filters were
added during development such as corrections for guided locomotion during docking
(i.e., if two clusters are trying to dock but pass each other, they will not detect one
another; in this case reverse motions until clusters are detected again). Environment
sensitive modifications were also made throughout experimental development. Examples of this include installing IR filters for the camera modules to reduce ambient
IR noise and modifying the magnet faces to absorb shock (rubber inserts), guide
accurate cluster docking (notch and groove features), and reduce inter-cluster IR
message scattering during docking (painted surfaces).

5.5

Recent Progress and Next Steps

At the time of this writing, a few technical developments have been made and a
generalizing of the reassembly algorithm is in progress. Some of the completed
upgrades to the system include:
• Integration of ZigBee wireless protocol for inter-cluster and off-board PC communication;
• Centralized computation transferred from torso cluster to off-board PC;
• Cluster gait selections and synchronizations are direct from the PC to the
controllers, instead of through the IR-CAN relay between Torso and Left/Right
leg controllers (docking confirmation relay is still used);
• Integration of controller into Camera module (elimination of separate controller
submodule unit);
• Upgraded camera hardware (faster processing chip, light filters to reduce LED
noise);
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• Inter-cluster magnet faces made from machined aluminum;
• Graphical visualization monitor of clusters.
The primary upgrade to the system is the migration of central computing to
an off-board PC. This change simplifies the inter-cluster communication scheme,
allows for effective system monitoring during runtime (helpful for software development), and reduces the computational workload of the relatively limited embedded
processors. Other state machine and camera hardware/calibration refinements also
contributed to a more reliable system, resulting in faster and more reliable docking (the most delicate part of the reassembly procedure). These key changes have
resulted in a roughly 70% success rate for full SAE sequences.
As mentioned earlier, although the hardware of all clusters is identical, the software is not. The next step in this work is to generalize the software to be identical
between clusters, allowing the robot clusters to reassign their roles (swapping of leg
and torso designations) during the reassembly runtime. With the ability to relabel,
more options are available for the method of cluster reassembly; labeling the clusters with respect to the center of mass (with torso in the center, left and right legs
reassigned according to their positions with respect to the cluster) is a viable option.
Also, six clusters have been fully constructed, allowing for larger robot structures;
plans for a five-cluster quadruped built from these clusters is in progress.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Over the past 20 years, modular robotic systems have evolved and made some impressive gains toward a goal of greater autonomy and robustness. In this dissertation, we
have described our CKBot system and compared its features with the current stateof-the-art modular robots. We have presented work on isomorphic configuration
recognition, distributed communication fault tolerance, and control and communication in self-reassembly for the CKBot in an effort to contribute to this push forward
for modular robotics.
Using basic principles for graph theory, we have been able to apply and verify a
novel method for a modular robot to recognize its shape and automatically execute
an appropriate mode of locomotion. We have presented and implemented a general
method for robust decision making with CKBot in the presence of faulty IR communications lines. This distributed approach, based on triple modular redundancy, is
quite general and applicable to other modular systems with similar communication
networks. Lastly, camera-guided self-reassembly with CKBot is a first for a modular
robotic system and we have presented some of the inner workings of its closed-loop
algorithm.
The important features of autonomy and robustness for modular robots are becoming increasingly relevant as mechatronic components become cheaper and smaller
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while researchers’ access to innovative algorithms becomes more ubiquitous and
abundant. Realistically, the goal of advanced modular robotic autonomy is not
in the immediate future, but with each pioneering study, our understanding of this
vision becomes progressively tangible. Following the trend of the past few decades,
we can expect impressive and inspiring progress for these novel systems, ensuring
that modular robots will be an important focus of development and research for
many years to come.
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